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Washington, D. C, June 4. Attorney General McRoynolds today declared that, he had always regarded the
final decree intended to dissolve the.
!
tobacco trust as an "obvious subter- ft.ge and u miscarriage of justice" and
if there were any proper and just
v. ay
by which he could cure tho evil
EXCITEMENT
LIVE
GREAT
PREVAILS ON FURTHER DISCUSSION
WILL PROB-T- lie.
ONES OF SANTA
FE
would do it. As an Immediate cure SIXTY
is
conhe
to
considering
WALL
STREET
AS
proposing
STANDARD
ABLY FOLLOW.
ATTEND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
N3 DETAILS OF
gress a graduated excise tax on toSECURITIES TOUCH LOWEST POINT
TO
BE bacco manufacturers. His plan is to
COMMUNICATION
IS
SMOKER LAST
tux the output of tobacco factories on
OF THE YEAR.
ENTHUSIASTIC AND WORKGIVEN OUT.
a sliding scale in such way that the
big manufacturers will pay more as
ING.
their output increases.
New York, June 4.- - The exciteJAPAN
TO
WANTS
Mr. McRoynolds never has agreed
ment on the stock exchange during
with the dissolution of the
SMOKERS WILL BE
the first hour of today's market was
BOYCOTT CALIFORNIA monopoly and is said to feel that many
probably without parallel since the
of the evils against it still are continuHELD EACH MONTH
panic of 1!)07. Stock.? wire literally
ing under other forms. As to correctout regardless of ltiolod prievs
poured
D.
J.
The
June
1.
nuD.
Washington,
C,
Washington,
C, Juno
Japan's ing alleged inequalities by such a
with declines greatest in the elandBrownsville, Tex., June 4. An
ROSE ELECTED MAYOR cVngnet
was spread today in tue
rejoinder to the United Slates' reply method of Internal revenue taxation, The "Get Together" smoker In th
ard shares.
nnrtant hnrrtr nnrt if olifrv fell Into
OF LOS ANGELES
probe for "the lobby." Subpoenas
One of the main 'faU.is ranking for 'to her protest against the California the attoreny general is still consider- assembly room of the Old Paiace, givthe hands of Mexican constitutionalfor a score or more men were, issued. the liquidation
was the overnight nli('" lalul hiw, delivered personally ing the advisability of beginning an en by the chamber of commerce last
ists early today after a battle that
' Ambassador
Chinda to Secretary investigation
to determine whether right, was a memorable occasion in
continued several hours
Los Angeles, Calif., June 4. Off- It is generally understood here that news from Washington indicating a
yesterday.
The town's federal defenders ran out icial returns from all but eight pre- some of the names were furnished by radical attitude on the part of the ml- - iMryun late today, sets out why the the decree dissolving the tobacco trust the history of that body. With an atto
'Tokio
continues
government
regard id being violated.
tendance which exceeded that of any
of ammunition and they slipped quiet- cincts today confirmed the election President Wilson and that others are ministration in connection with the
those which developed in the t sti- - American Tobacco company and the 'tlle Webb law as discriminatory
.Mr. Mclteynolds today resumed con- - previous meeting, and an enthusiasm
ly away, leaving the rebels in con- of Police Judge H. P. Rose, independtrol. .
ent, as mayor of the city over City mony of senators. The new witnesses Standard Oil company. Another, in-- j against Jupan; in direct violation of sideration of the Standard Oil sltua-- : which gathered headway as the even-tioare to be heard next week.
tiuence was the decidedly lower level :the equalities of treatment prescribed
trig progressed, the feeling that posses- The last stand by the garrison of Attorney John W. Shenk, municipal
Some of the names are being kept of prices quoted by London before our by international law and a i iolatio'i
It will now devolve upon the atlor-'seall was that better days are
a
conference
candidate,
entrenched
by
majority
volunteers
and
regulars
in- - ;ot the treaty ot 11)11.
general to decide whether there lahead for the chamber of commerce,
irey
around the main plaza was made ut of over 7,000 in yesterday's election, secret, but. Chairman Overman today opening. All advices from a broad
in
an
ultima
of
the nature
Nothing
la prima facie evidence of violations land for Santa Fe. Before the evening
3 o'clock this morning.
They had marking the overthrow of the reform gave out this partial list: Aaron dicated Increased pessimism, not only
is contained in the note. Its
of
the decree of dissolution to justify was over, a number who were present.
been in the trenches for 19 hours with- organizations have been in power for Goke, Denver; Dr. S. W. McChire, Salt in London, but at all the continental- jtuni
discus-nn- l
centers.
Lake City, secretary of the National
Inquiry among lo- eral tone is to invite further
the
government in attacking the oil but who were not members, rose and
out a moment for rest or eating and some years. Rose represents the
liiiiiku mill trust cnmn;inli
f.iiiBii s:on of the controverted points and it
Wool Growers association; Henry
liberal element.
interests
had used their last cartridges. The
by contempt of court or crim- said, "Mr. President, I want to belong
O nard, New York; yrjniinent in the to elicit any satisfactory explanation .contains nothing tending to make up inal
to this live bunch."
constitutionalists did not attempt to
It is estimated that more than
proceedings.
and
the
final
issue.
the further slump in prices .abroad ja
Secretary Bryan
Aside from the splendid attendanca
The attorney general said that while
Socialists did not vote, their can- beet sugar business'; ICdv.avd F.
force the center of the city until 5
no
details
and the enthusiasm which prevailed,
agieeu uihi
hr- - had not
left the didate, Job Harriman, having been de inson and Jules Godohaux. represent- - PXCept tne 110,0 or "xlrem" conserva-,amassaao'clock today, when they
an
decided
upon
finally
siioiuu uu mane piiuuc.
there was one big feature of the evenmarket plaza, which they had occu- feated in the primaries. Four muni- ing Louisiana sugar interests: Sidney tism Bounuea in tnose quarters.
The Japanese note was very long investigation of the tobacco situation, ing. The most impressive feature was
decline of the last, few
The
with a view to possible further antipied at 3 o'clock Tuesday. They ad- cipal elections and numerous special M. Ballou, E. K. :.tvi. n. II. ). McaJ'i weeks steady
has caused a general selling of, and its nature entirely argumenttve. trust
vanced, firing as they came, fearing elections have kept the voters busy end Walter G. Snii'.h, also understood
he likewise had the way the various committees reprosecution,
This, Secretary Bryan and Ambassador not reached a conclusion as to whether ported. Practically without exception,
that some of the federals might be during the last five years. The re- to be interested in su,;1..' tariff alTa ro; loans by financial institutions.
;Chiiida were in accord that no good
every committee reported one or two
still entrenched behind the bags of sult it was declared, was apathy as John F Hamburg, Xe' York; Hairy as yet, has made but slight impression
could be served at this time the decree of dissolution, which he re meetings, and had definite progress or
a
the
but
market
upon
money
A
remarkable feature to yesterday's results.
stone and dirt.
Irwin, If. T. Alexander, Trenton. N. J.;
as
can
be
inadequate,
gards
of rates for both call and time ac- - by a public discussion of the delicate
results to announce to the chamber.
of the defense offered by the city limOne Socialist, Fred C. Wheeler, Frank Gorman, Hulford Lynch and J. ing
cominodations Is expected before the question and therefore both officials The attorney general indicated that he
its was that during most of the fight- won a place in the city council. Mrs. Carroll, all of Washington.
reported
Some of
was
convinced
that the decree The auditing committee
r
firmly
to
Socialist these are men whom senators have end of the month. Within the first jgave notice that any attempt
ing they were practically without su- Frances Nool, the woman
was incommensurate with the de- that the audit of the books and aceven
to
be
lisli
what
300,-to
sales
of
amounted
purport
stocks
might
counts of the chamber had been comcandidate for council, who was expect- testified appeared in a "legitimate ca- 000
perior officers.
shares and fifty new low records It he substance of the three, conimum-Co- r mands of the occasion. He declared pleted and the new secretary started
a pacity."
Dr. Barragan, mayor of the ' city, ed to show great strength, polled
disno
could
be
that
there
real
today
between
the year were made with losses cations which have passed
with a clean slate. A total of over
who was reported in last night's dis- smaller vote than any of the men,
The list indicates the aprarer.t pur- ranging from 2 to 4 points among the the two governments must be based solution of a trust by distribution of oil100
$
was reported collected during
of club
active
the
support
to
despite
been
hare
killed,
same
escaped
its
stock
shareholdpatches
among the
pose of the committee to question r p- standard issues.
The average of entirely upon speculation. It is known
all outstanding bills wero or.May,
women and suffrage leaders.
to the American side.
rtseutatives of both the free sugar prices was at the lowest point since however, that the whole tons of the ers.
dered
paid, and new members were
and anti-freRegarding the Standard Oil situaWashington, D. C, June
sugar camps, who hav the 1007 panic. Some of the new iejoinder today is that of a dignified
added at a gratifying rate.
CONTRAT TO SEATTLE
officers and diplomats foresee in the AWARDS
been conducting a vigorous campaign bond flotations, such as Baltimore and and orderly presentation of Japan's tion, the attorney general said he was being
FIRM FOR SUBMARINE.
The roads and highways committee
a trerebel capture of Matamoras,
Ohio convertibles, New York City views of the case, concluding with an giving serious consideration to the retvusmngiun.
Washington, D. C, June 4. Secre
of tho government's committee under tho leadership of Judge R. H,
mendous advantage for the Carranza
4 I ll's also .invitation to further negotiations,
sults
new
St.
Paul
Half
and
With
Senate.
Through
conwas ready with a report whica
...
constitutionalists, fighting to over- tary Daniels today awarded the subThe Investigating committee
had were depressed.
investigation of the workings of disso lianna
showed active interest in the departtract for the construction of the
lution
not
decree
had
throw the Huerta government.
decided
were several feeble rallies in
but
California,
There
more
than
yet
little
half
Boycott
progressed
way
Japs
iment in its control.
marine tender Bushnell to the SeTckio. June t. Efforts are beT'i;1, whether action would be taken.
the list of senators today and the second hour but the selling move-- .
Agents of Carranza in this country, attle
Construction company through
Dock
The railroad committee had met and"
Dry
- made
beKl
Icbi
Shihusnwa,
Baron
ment
of
momentum
thousand.8
were indications that Senator
by
have been accumulating
gathered greater
at $1)33,000. The vessel is there
Kfforts are being made to
reported.
dollars worth of munitions, of war, of Seattle,
Overman would ask the senate tomor- fore noon and lower prices were reg-- , chairman of the bankers association, STATUS OF METCALFE'S
to be delivered In 21 months.
the Buei Nakano, chairman of the cham-list- .
APPOINTMENT OUTLINED. !get a through Pullman each way run
row for an extension of the ten days istered practically throughout
awaiting the capture of a port of eneach day. Alleged dis- commerce and other prominent
The aggregate of sales during ;ber-o- f
Washington, D. C, June 4. Secre- jto Santa Fe
allowed for the probe.
try. The neutrality laws of the Unit- BRYAN AFTER NAVAL
the morning session was well in ex- - men, to quel! the agitation for the bov- - tary flrtrviwrm rteficil tnrtnv thnt ttio criminal ion against passengers for
ed States have practically cut off all
When tho committee
BASE ON FONSECA.
oft at
(o BtoD
cottinfr of California, both In connee selection of Richard L. Metcalfe, of!1'6 coust
supplies from the constitutionalists.'
today, it had nearly half of the seiy;ce8,s ot.w.w.wo" snares,
Pc'
i'he"
tiiin
witir
exposifro.,n
I'ail!n,8t8Arn
vtalili.-a';1With Matamoaa in theVr.. possession
uoou
the
Hour some
Lincoln, Neb., to be a member of
otfc
During
'j
" b", !.;'":t,at
'Secretary Bryan and Chairman
an?
Panama canal com.v.SKiou in rharg, f,Ue8'
the rebels would nave a gateway.
provement from the low prices of the tion and otherwise.
Lane Called First.
Bacon of the senate foreign relations
was
noti1?.4
t?0Ugilt
the
civil
did
manifested,
At the state department today there
morning
particularly
Senator
first
administration,
witness
Lane,
today
over
mua.
the
r
conferred
committee
tiiu
tj
tiiuciuuxi
ui
today
uepui uouiu
mean that he was to be govfrnor of
were no evidences that the prospects
said he was a physician and hs,d no iii- iu Heading and one or two other
FREE LIST TO
be improved if the hacks were allowed
to give to the United States aj
clasarecovThe
sues
of
tJllt
zone
the
when
estabthe
of recognition of the Huerta govern- treaty
in anything affected
partial
permanent
by tin
to stand closer to where the passennaval base on the Gulf of Fonseca and! tnrlff.
BE ENLARGED
'"'"J" coincided with advices from Wasli- n
ment had changed.
nsiiiiieui was creaieu. oecremry
disembarked.
to
gers
an
interoceanic
exclusive
rights
in
which
the
declared Aletcalf was simply to
attorney general
"That handsome man back there by ington
Mexico City, Mex., June 4. A force
BY
canal across Nicaragua. Some changes Hie
The publicity committee reported
Maurice H. Thatcher as one of
wall was very much worried aboutl was "oted as denying that any
of 1.000 federal soldiers including a
replace
ia 'he contract which is proposed, may
against, the
the members of the commission whose that at its meeting ways of advertisbe said, pointing to a listener. medlale actio
detachment of artillery is to leave
4.- an
I).
ing Santa Fe had been discussed, an1
June
la
trusts
C,
appropriation.
Washington,
require
contemplated.
fllltips
The "handsome man" said his name
Vera Cruz for Matamoras, according
nip iiPf'Mnrihnfl hv Ihn nlmirnitin while
several were under considerato
and
precedent,
expectation
itrary
ses.
ot
tne
Colonel Goethals.
remainder
the
was S. W. McClue, secretary of the
to the war department.
During
tion, the committee was not ready to
nen u comes iiuin uie
was calmer and ,ne lanI1 D,ll
The authorities believe they will
National Wool Growers' association. Bion the market
of the senate
report with a recommendation as yet.
EASTERN YOUNG MAN
the town.
He nmhi.iilv iviti
the utnnri vhu
be able to
prices gradually improved. By the Democraticto majoritylower
The Chautauqua committee reported
rates than
carry
promises
ioh.-ume
or
l
K"
uie
several
'
Cut.
JURY
TO
Central
SECURED
senators
the
finished.
TRY ho progress
have
Mexican
along this line.
Judge
Lilt: iiuu.tt.
Sllbhad
stocks
recovered
a
leading
El Paso, Texas, June 4. Castillo's
HELD FOR FORGERY Lane said he believed monev was 8tantlal Part of their losses,
Some increases in the rates on cot-- i
Pope, the chairman, stated that letbeing used to try to convince people
federal mutineers cut the Mexican
were
to
ters
various
ton yarns and more expensive textile
being written
KENWOOD
that bad effects would follow the tarilt
Central at a point thirty miles south
western Chautauquas asking for defabrics have been agreed upon, but in
off
till.
of Juarez, completely
shutting
tails as to organization and financing,
the chemical, metal, agricultural and
McCumber On Stand.
etc. He had received letters from
this port from all railway communi- J.L. PARKINSON, WHO WAS STOPPING AT
sundries schedules, the revision has MURDER
INVOLVING
PROMINENT
TRIAL,
Seuator McCumber said he produced
cation to the south. They previously
Senator McCoy, warning Santa Fe pot
been for decreases and the free list
THE DE VARGAS AND WENT TO ALBUwheat, oats, rye, flax and sometimes
to trespass on the Mountainair instituhad destroyed the Mexico Northwestwill be considerably enlarged.
DENVER PEOPLE, WILL NOW PROCEED.
ern railway which runs southwest' of
potatoes, all of which were "dis- All the
tion, but Judge Pope stated that tho
expect to
QUERQUE, ARRESTED THERE FOR FORGAND A WOMAN FIGURE
affected" by the tariff. Noj
Juarez and east to Chihuahua city.
of the older Chautauquas would
week.
finish
this
astrously
their
work
rights
PAID HIS BILL HERE, BUT GOT one had
ERY.
Since the Central line for weeks has
attempted to influence him, he
IN IT.
always be recognized. He also read
there
a letter from Representative Chris-mabeen out below Chihuahua city
said, and he knew of no use of money
TWO CHECKS CASHED.
FINANCIAL END
is no traffic today either north or
or the maintenance of a lobby to in- of San Juan county, enclosing
south of the state capitol,
Denver, Colo., June 4. At noon to- clippings regarding Iowa Chautauquas
fluence any legislation.
BALKAN
WAR
OF
,
"What a litie fool" is the expression
Newlands Is Farmer.
This morning Blanco's. men rode to
day a jury was selected to listen to and promising help for the Santa Fe
BE SETTLED the
that many Santa Fe people were .van,
Senator Newlands had some farm- WOOLEN MANUFACTURER
evidence in the trial of Harold F. event, whenever it should be arrangthe ferry, raised the embargo and
CHARGED
to give vent to when they learao.il that ing interests In California, Nevada,
the bridge.
,
Kenwood, charged with the murder of ed.
man named J. L. Parkinson, Maryland and the District of
WITH PLANTING
DYNAMITE IN
The secretary reported in detail the
Paris, June 4. Fifty delegates of George E. Copeland, in the criminal
At the light and power plant, fur- a young bee-- here for several
weeks
the great European powers and of tin district of the district court. The se- number of pieces of mail, letters, post
ther up the river. Col. Castro with who Kad
HE
LAWRENCE
STRIKE.
SAYS Balkan
at tha De
states, met at the French for- lection of a jury has taken almost cards and packages, that he had sent
250 men, led an attack from 10:30 a. and had been stopping
disVargas, had been arrested for forgery
eign office today to settle the financial two weeks and hundreds of talesmen out the past month. The total was
m. to 1 o'clock this afternoon,
ITS BLACKMAIL.
It is FEAR AUIATOR
was in jail In Albuquerque.
iiuestions arising over the recent war. were examined.
something over 450.
lodging the federals. Eight of Cas- and
Air. Renehan, coming in just then
They will also consider the question
Prosecutor John A. Rush made the
tro's command were killed and about the old story. A young man and many
IN
LAKE
FELL
of a war indemnity, and determine
the same number wounded. Tnree gay associates, and a desire to "keep
opening statement for the state im- from the city council meeting, he was
STAND
PLACED
ON
LANDS SAFELY
Parkwhat portion of the Ottoman debt mediately
dead federals were left on the ground his end up" without working.
after the jurors were asked when the paving around ths
,
'must be Daia bv t!,e Balkan allies sworn.
plaza was to be commenced and he
and about 15 captured. The total inson came here ostensibly from
UIO niAfll
III
111 nlO Unll
Their deliberations will probably last
and on a vacation, to see the
number of dead accounted for 1b about
June 4. Fast
Ohio,
Sandusky,
Harold F. Kenwood is charged with jsaid that he believed it would bo
a considerable
time. Stephen Plchon, havinc shot
80. The listed of wounded on both country and to enjoy the salubrious launches are searching the lake In the
and killed
fnnelnnrl started inside of three weeks. The seej;"rench
to
was
itjie
Put-iminister,
Instructed
presided
climate of the southwest.
of
foreign
there"Pn
for
sides will not reach forty.
!retar'
vicinity
Bay,
while shooting at Sylvester h. Von
Harry
t
Boston, Mass., June 4. The
loday'S meeting.
the aviator, who left Amherst-burg- fense
'e wouniain
He registered and turned over $100,
Phul, whom he also killed in thei"Iue lne nmllHgl'r
Major Ramos was shot near the
of Frederick E. Atteaux in
Statcs Telephone and Telegraph com-re- l
this
Canada, at 1:05 o'clock
barroom
local
market. He reached the trenches on for the De Vargas people to take care
of
a
hotel.
The
quarthe dynamite conspiracy trial allege LABOR PARTY DEFEATED
is said to have been over the af- - i,,any at El Paso' a,ld give him this in"
his horse, and waiving his sword and of. He seemed to have some money,! morning to cross the lake to
IN AUSTRALIAN ELECTION.
jthat the Dye manufacturer was the
fections
shouted for the Huerta government and paid his bills and settled every- of Mrs. John W. Springer. !for'atin. " order that this company
victim of attempted blackmail by John
Vancouver, B. C., June i. Cable- miut ProceGd with the work of put-when Lieutenant Falcon shot him.
things that he owned at the hotel be
J. Breen, who has confessed to plant grams from Melbourne, Australia, ve- She is expected to be a witness for
ueiore
Lands Near Detroit.
uiig ineir wires uuuergrounu,
Five women in Blanco's camp took fore leaving here last Sunday, the 1st
ins dynamite at Lawrence to throw ceived here today, report the probable the defense. Mrs. Springer was one the
paving was done. Upon motion of
an active part in the fighting. The of June. Mr. Mendenhall says that Detroit, Mich., June 4. Aviator
women
of
the
of
prominent
society
Mr. Cartwright.
notices will also be
is at Ecorse, nine miles down suspicion of contemplated violence defeat of the labor ministry in the
as were he can not tell yet how badly the
bull ring was destroyed
the textile strikers.
Atteanx ections held in the colony recently the city.
sent to the Western Union, the Postwelve other places set on fire by hotel has been held up by Parkinson's the river from Detroit. He was forced
has
been
Kenwood
in the county
tne 8tund 1,1 his ow" defense
Returns available today, the message
tal and the Electric Light company
bombs thrown by Blanco's men.
He got Mr. Mendenhall tc to make a landing afthat point, which !00.k
forgeries.
day,
39 seats and jail since the night of the shooting.
the
liberals
said,
them to also arrange to put
gave
did
he
without
asking
injury.
one
cash two checks, one for $40 and
In outlining his case, Daniel H. Oak the labor party 36 seats in the houso
their wires underground before the
come back
not
have
As
these
for
$25.
MODERN METHODS
ley, counsel for Atteaux,. Bald that ir of representatives,
paving was started.
BOY SCOUTS TRAMP
ASKS DAMAGES
yet the Dc Vargas manager does not
The national conclave of the YeoProposed constitutional amendments
FROM COAST TO COAST. would be shown that on the night ot
MADE STEEL
know which, if either, of these checks
BECAUSE HIS
men will be held at Omaha next week,
6, 1912, Atteaux was called on (designed to extend the powers of the
January
in
bad.
MEN COMBINE
New York, June 4. A tramp from the phone at his residence by Asa, federal house of representatives also
SON WAS FIRED and it was stated that this order plans
The story as published in the Albu
who were voted upon, but their fate is yet
to establish a national sanitarium for
Korbei, a Syrian, of Lawrence,
comto
San
Francisco
a
York
Xcw
by
querque papers shows that Parkinson
to unknown.
The
liberals
the
ihad
been
asked
the
defendant
the sick members of the order, and a
opposed
by
twenty-fivBov
4.
of
American
pany
Rob
Percival
June
New York,
Denver, Colo., June 4. C. A. Roo- - committee was named,
was caught by the discovery of a blotand report on strike conditiom changes.
consisting of J.
erts, Jr., former president of the Am- ter In his room, on which h'e had prac- Scouts is being arranged by Captain study
In
erts
filed
suit
the
district
today
1118
W. Norment, Fred Fornoff, Mr. Mera,
said that a man
erican Bridge company, and a directoi ticed the signature of Haines Grldley, Ernest Galiardo, the national director 'named city. Koroei
court
asking $7000 damages against E. R. Paul, and R. F. Asplund to preCUDAHY STRIKE STILL ON.
Breen who had done splendid
of the United States Steel corporation, o.' San Pedro, manager of the Santa of the organization. The start is ex j
Sioux City, Iowa, June 4. Early the Denver school board. Roberts pare data concerning the climatic and
re- testified today in the governments Fe Gold & Copper company, in his nected to be made about June 15 and work 'n advising thewasstrikers to
in his place this afternoon there was no change in filed the suit as "next friend" to his!olner advantages of Santa Fe, and
the
recruits will be enlisted train from violence,
suit to dissolve the corporation.
room at the Hotel Combs, in Albuquer- along anvway
to talk to Atteaux. the strike situation at the Cudahy son who was oismissea irom tne high Kjve (his data to A. E. P. Robinson, the
like
would
land
in
to
bovs
wishine
loin
tho
anions
Mr. Roberts, who was characterized que, and this later led to his arrest
then returned and Armour packing plants here in school by order of the board, becaus-- i Yeoman delegate from Santa Fe. Mr
hike. A military automobile with Breen and Atteaux
by Judge Gary In recent testimony as after he had cashed a check for $140, long
to put forward
vclvlng 1500 men. In some quarte-f- i he whs charged with being a member' Robinson promised
will
accompleasantries.
for
"the greatest practical steel man in signed by Gridley, at the First Nation- equipment scouts.camping
of a Greek letter frat. Forty-siother Santa Fe's claims and do everything
There
came
to
will
next
also be
The
BoBton, it is said a settlement will be reached
pany the
day Breen
the world," described the evolution In al bank.
wera pupile were cxpei'ol by the siir:e or- in his power to land the institution
Committees
a physician along to look after the met Atteaux for the first time und ask- within 4S hours.
making iron and steel during the
Parkinson had a railroad ticket to health
for Santa Fe, although Albuquerque,
of the boys.
ed him to have the American Woolen named by the strikers today to con- der o;' the board.
fifty years.
Denver. His baggage was sent away
fer with the packing company
and various Colorado cities are out afto
officials
thi
company
telephone
Mr. Roberts said that with the In- yesterday afternoon on train No. 2 on
COURT DENIES INJUNCTION
ter it strong.
mayor of Lawrence, advising that the
troduction of basic and open hearth the Santa Fe.
AGAINST RATE ON MESSAGES.
The meeting then. became informal
in
IN
be
stored
106
citv
vard
PEN.
the
YEARS
dvnamitn
and InA brother, of Parkinson is said to
steel, plants had to be
After Pitmav,
Lincoln, Neb., June 4. The federal and lunch was served. During the servAt en company's offices.
FOR DOUBLE ASSAULT.
removed to a place of safetv.
had
found
that they
dividual concerns
court in Omaha has refused to grant ing of the refreshments, talks wero
be an attorney in Philadelphia, and his K
X teaux did so and the next dav Breen arrived Atteaux retired, leaving Breen
Wyo., June 4.
Cheyenne,
not sufficient capital to make the man- relatives also are said to be prominent X Frederick
Clark of Orln June- - X again called on the defendant and iand Pitman together. Atteaux never a temporary injunction sought by the given as follows:
ufacture of steel commercially profit- there. He told Chief HicMillin, of the X tion, who pleaded
in Western Union Telegraph
company
Judge R. H. Hanna, on "Why I Hava
The following
thanked him.
guilty to as- diyjsaw Breen aSln ""til some time
able without combining.
Albuquerque force, that he was an ex- X saulting Mrs. Littel Snivey and X Breen came to Atteaux's office and at (March when they met by accident at against the operation of a bill passed Always Been a Member of the Cham"These evolutions were the funda- pert accountant, and that he had been X her niece, was sentenced to 106 X Breen's request Atteaux summoned ule corner oi wasningion ana rranK by the last legislature, providing a ber of Commerce."
S. G. Cartwright, on "The Past, Pres- at which Breea maximum state rate of 25 cents for a
mental reasons for all the combina- employed by the Santa Fe Gold & Cop- X years in the penitentiary yes- - X the .late Ernest V. Pitman, who, arlm Btree
"
word
ten
m
was
it
announced
testified
for
message,
tions of steel concerns between 1893 per company, as a stenographer and X terday.
"plantstate
X cording to witnesses for the
here this morning.
and 1900," he said.
(Contiaued on page five).
bookkeeper.
furnished the dynamite from the Wool- iinS" the H'
Denver, Colo., June 4. Ouster proceedings against Henry J. Arnold, Allison Stacker, and Daniel M. Sullivan
wlio refuse to deliver their respective
offices of mayor, treasurer and sheriff
of Denver to the newly elected Commissioners, were filed In the district
court today. The proceedings are iu
OF SUGAR TRUST
FEDERALS LEAVE TOWN TO ENEMY the nature of quo warranto, and seek REPRESENTATIVES
to
all
settle
summarily
controversy
NUMBER
TWENTY TO BE
OF
EARLY THIS MORNING AND COME
concerning the legality of commission
CALLED
BEFORE SENATE LOBBY
THE SIEGE form of government.
TO AMERICAN SIDE.
Former City Attorney W. II. BryHEARING.
LASTED 19 HOURS.
ant this morning formally delivered
his office to the newly appointed city
attorney, I. N. Stevens, settling once
for all any question as to Stevens' WILSON MAY HAVE
GIVES REBELS PORT
right to bring the suit against the
FURNISHED NAMES
FOR ENTRY OF ARMS old administration officers as city attorney.
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AAAAASh.Kb.h.b. VERY LITTLE SNOW

flood Old Potatoes

RAINFALL

THAT

SMALLEST
KNOWN

85c Per Cwt

MAY

FOR

IN

FORTY

Tuberi-ulnNls-

THE

WAS

GOVERNMENT

YEARS

SHOW.

PES

SUMMER

RAINS

MAY

BE

Unless the rains of the present season are many and plentiful there is
every indication that the scarcity of
water in this (section, especially to he
i.oith of here, will affect the ranchers.
The rain fall for May this year was
0. 17 of an Inch. In 41 years only one
year has shown so little rainfall for
the month, of May as this year. In
May, I'JOll, there was the same average as May 1911!. The snows, which

raOlsTE 40.

do

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

"BUY IT OF GRIGHTON."
J.

O

Phone One Double

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

CD All CANT A PC To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and

IT

rKUlU OAiuA

ail points In New Mexico, AriPacific
to
Coast, via NEW MEXICO
the
Mexico
and
zona,
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East
or
West

The

Best
Route
Tr-iTM-

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
in the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

Located

L

VJV--

m

M

Segents
vi

ii

:

W. A. F1NLA.Y.
c

For particulars and illustrated
address,

cats-ogn-

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Snpt.

riimimiii

Frl"
Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
www

REUNION

RITE MASONIC

SCOTTISH

i:

SANTA FE, N. Nl., JUNE 16, 17 AND 18, 1913.

D. & R. G. R. R. will pro
for round trip from sta-

For the above occasion the
tect rate of ONE FARE
tions Farmington, Aztec,N.M., Durango,Colo.,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M., and all
directlyjnter mediate stations.

From Farmington and Aztec, N. M., June 12th.
From Durango, Colo, (not including: Antonito) June I3th.
From All Points South of Antonito, June 14th

RETURN LIMIT, JUNE 20TH.

f
.

-

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1

!

1

1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1

1

239

SAN

'

"

1 1 1

1 1

1

FRANCISCO

1 1

1 1 1

1

'

T

Foster-Milbur-

SL

"

1

1

WHERE HE SECURES

SANCTION

FOR THE BIG

Washington,
bureaus of the
ington there is
the San Diego

June

4

various

In

Panama-Californi-

a

.

TIMES- - WHEN

nclilnm

government In Washgreat enthusiasm over
exposition.
At no exposition previously held
has there been a purpose to illustrate
the
so thoroughly and graphically
activities of various governmental
enterprises as at the
Col. D. C Collier,
exposition.
has
president of the exposition, who conjust returned home after seeing
gress give the ukase of oflicial recognition to the big show thereby assuring foreign exhibitors of the protection which only the government can
offproperly guarantee, saw many
icials while, here and was gratified to
learn what real interest they were
showing in the preparations to make
comprehensive and absordingly interesting displayes at San Diego.
Smithsonian Active.
The Smithsonian institution, which
a
has long oeen tne tore
in Santa Fe.
J Zook. pharmacy
nst tut on in this country, is getting,
intermost
the
ready to make one of
the great city park where it is to be
esting exhibits at San Diego that has held and on the preparation of which
In some
ever been seen anywhere.
the people of the city voted to spend
respects it will be more Instructive a million dollars for this purpose, we
than
the
even
great
and interesting
have propagated millions of palms,
exhibit here in Washington, for it tree
ferns, foliage and flowering plants
The
will specialize more definitely.
and
shrubs, and we believe we shall
Smithsonian took up with enthusiasm
the most sumptuously set afhave
the idea of Col. Collier Tor an expo- fair that has ever been seen."
sition of the development of the human race from the stone age to the
present day. It has explorers in the EXCITING DAY AT
field unearthing treasures of bygone
BOB-L- O
ISLAND
ages, the implements, utensils, ornaments arid even the homes of forgotten races, with the aid of which it Pcrtoit, June 4. Fou. Jien narrowly
hopes to reconstruct the story of the escaped drowning, one man was
domestic life, the religious beliefs, struck on the head with a brick
the wars, loves and literary achieve- tin own by a woman he had accosted,
ments of such races and nations for and another had one of his fingers
the pleasure and instruction of the al';iost bitten off in a fight at Bob-I.men and women of today who visit island, according to reports brought
the San Diego exposition. Beside l:p tne rivel. by tj,e crowd which lantt- these forgotten peoples will be their le(1 in rjetroit from the steamer Columdescendants, savage, barbarous and bia.
semicivilized tribes, living their own
The absence of liquor, caused bv
lives in their tents, huts or other na- tl".i saloons in Detroit closing, resulttive habitations, and engaged in typic- ed in many taking advantage of
al occupations such as weaving blankThere
cent fare to Amherstburg.
ets, making spears or arrows, shapon liquor. Fights were
filled
up
they
and
ing pottery, or whatever arts
It was estimate that
numerous.
crafts they may excel in.
more than 15,000 excursionists visited
rHiiatin'nal Value.
manc-grow"The value of such an exhibit to jRols
after o'clock four men lu
Shortly
have
who
knowledge
people
oxicated,
got into a row boat at Am.
will
much
that
from books of
they
see is sure to he very great," remark- - iherstlmrg and rowed for the island
ed Col. Collier when speaking of this They rocked the boat until It capsized,
feature of the exposition, "but it will One of the occupants was able to
be of far greater value to the child! swim, but the others sank. A canoeist
who is still in school. He will see called for help, and in a few moment
how the first men lived and grappled the men were rescued.
Later in the. afternoon a party ol
with the probleniflt
wresting a subsistence from the wilds. He will see girls were eaii'ng lunch wrieii a man
how the intellectual life gradually staggered up. The chaperone threatfought against the primitive passions. ened to call the police ,and when Ibis
He will see how great empires rose, did not frighten the disturber siie pickflourished and passed into oblivion, ed up a brick and threw it at. his head,
and he may learn some valuable les- inflicting a bad cut.
One of the passengers on the Columsons from the decay of Babylon, Nine-vah- ,
and of other bia had one of his fingers heav'ly
Tyre, Carthage,
proud nations for which we do not bandaged. Not long after his rriv.ii
ac Bois Wane he got into a fight. His
even have a name today."
Subjugating Nature.
adversary nearly chewed off his finger.
But this is not all. The primitive No arrests were made.
man fought with his hands, then with
a club or a stone, and later with weapState of Ohio, city of Toledo, Lucas
ons fashioned into cunning shapes. county, ss.
He moved from place to place in
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
search of food. Later he learned to if senior partner of the firm of F. J.
cultivate the soil and tamed beasts Cheney & Co., doing business in the
for his service, and,, made him a per- City of Toledo, County and State
manent habitation.
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
"Leading up gradually through the the sum of ONE HUNDRKD DOLat
stages of progress, we shall show
LARS for each and every case of Ca- San Diego," said Col. Collier, "how tarrh that cannot be cured
by the use
science has supplanted the wooden of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
the
and
with
traction
plow,
the
plow
FRANK J. CHENEY.
used
various primitive appliances
Sworn to before me and subscribed
with
the
was
race
when the
young
in my presence, this Gth day of Desteam shovel and the electric current.
A. D. 1880.
cember,
We shall illustrate the reclamation of
A. W. GLEASON,
the desert places and their conver- (Seal.)
Notary Public.
sion into the most beautiful homes
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internthat can be conceived. As the greatest civilizations have flourished where ally and acts directly upon the blood
we and mucous surfaces of the system.
irrigation has been practiced,
shall show how science has even im- Send for testimonials, free.
proved on everything that has ever F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
been done in this line, and how nature
Tak6 Hall's Family Pills for
is unable to resist the advance of
man. armed with determination and
the discoveries of the twentieth cen-

Conditions.
This morning a trough of low barometer extends from western .Montana
to Arizona. Some cloudiness is present and light, scattered showers have
occurred, mostly over the plains coun
try from the Dakotas to northern Texas, although scattered showers are re
ported from eastern New Mexico and
northern Nevada. Temperatures show tury.
before
favor
Conditions
"People who have never
little change.
temthreatening weather with local thun- been beyond the confines of the
when
zone
astonished
be
will
or
in
this
section
storms
perate
der
tonight
they visit San Diego and see at the
Thursday.
exposition model farms and orchards
under irrigation, with orange trees
OF LOCAL INTEREST.
bearing their golden fruit, with date
loaded down with huge clusters
trees
This is a purely ocal event.
of golden dates, with the vine, and
It took place in Santa Fe.
fig tree, and olive or holy writ groanNot in some faraway place.
burdens.
ing under their delicious
You are asked to nvestigate It.
The man treading out the wine, as
Asked to believe a citizen's word;
told of in the Bible, will be contrastTo confirm a citizen's statement. ed with
the modern method of turnat
Any article that Is endorsed
of the grape into the
the
ing
juice
home
beverage that, at state department
Is more worthy of confidence
dinners, 'cheers but not inebriates,'
Than one you know nothing about, and
the wonion of scripture who car
Endorsed by unknown people.
ried their jugs to the well and went
H. Baca, Prop, meat market,
away with the filled vessels balanced
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: on their heads w ill be contrasted with
"About two and a Sa'f years ago I the flowing artesian wells or piped
gave a public statement, telling of water of present times which is carmy experience with Doan's Kidney ried into the homes even of the peorid me of
Pills.
They completely
ple who live on farms and orchards
pains In my back that had troubled but who have there all the convenme off and on for months. When I iences that their city relatives can
stooped or brought a strain on my boast.'
loins, I suffered severely and there
Beauty and Utility.
which conwere various symptoms
Utility will not be forgotten at the
vinced me that my trouble came from San Diego exposition, but beauty will
I finally used be predominant.
disordered kidneys.
The joy of life will
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought be in evidence on every hand. "The
prompt relief. I continued taking world has learned that things need
them and it was iwt long before not be ugly in order to fulfill the
every symptom of trouble disappear- greatest duty to man," remarked Col.
Collier. And as the man whose gened."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 ius Is shaping the big exposition
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo, spoke, he unrolled some plans of the
New York, dole agents for th United buildings now under construction for
the big fair. "We have been working
States.
Remember Hhe Dame Doan's and for three years," said he, "to prepare
In
the settling for this exposition.
take no other.
Del-gad-

SELLING DATES:

TRIP

foUNHW THINGS. WE.
KEEP UP WITH THE.

HIV

TIME IS MONEY. YOU CAN SAVE TIME IN OUR STORE. WE KNOW
YOU
WHAT
OUR HARDWARE STOCK AND WE CAN SOON GIVE
PRICE AND
YOU WANT. WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY ON THE
TIME ON THE SALE. WE ONLY CARRY ONE KIND OF HARDWARE
BUT OUR PRICES ARE
AND THAT IS THE BEST WE CAN BUY.
BY
DOING
FAIR, SQUARE PRICES. WE COULD NOT SUCCEED
BUSINESS ANY OTHER WAY.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE

Phone 14.

Shopping to some women, and
to some men, too, means work-r- eal
hard drudgery.
With knitted brow and determined look they go about their
shopping with no more liking
for it than a small boy who goes
to have his hair cut.
Do you wonder that the re-

sults under these conditions are
costly and unsatisfactory, to say
of the
distressing
nothing
mental strain occasioned
by
such unscientific methods?
Shopping drudgery is so needless, so unnecessary.. It is your
fault and my fault If we go at
it blindly, and worry ourselves
to distraction when, by the
simple method of reading intelligent, helpful advertising in
like THE
good newspapers
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
we may shorten our steps, set-

tle perplexing questions, and, incidentally, if we read carefully,
keep many a dollar within our
purses that might otherwise go
astray.

HAVE

COMPANY.
IT."

Phone

14.

LSGHTl
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

plays a most imporIN ODS, Electricity
would
The

tant part.

grandfather
of the modall
this
light? To
ern home and why
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
be amazed

tbt-K-

of Energy.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

-

Conservation

Nd

new comes

o

TJ?e

ANY--THI-

OUT YOU CAN FIND IT
IN OUR. .STORE AT
THE LOWEST PRICE

at the radiance

desired.

POWER

1.

Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Threat
local
ening weather with probably
thunder showers tonight or Thursday.
For New Mexico: Generally fair
in west portion, local thunder storms
in east portion tonight, or Thursday.

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POir, Secretary.

f

foun-

;;

E. A. CAHOON. President.
I

and furnish a

The highwater mark of 79 degrees
set on June 1st, has prevailed for the
succeeding days of the month as the
top notch reached by the mercury
so far, and the warmest time of the
day has been around 3:i!0 in the after
noon or within five minutes of that
time. The coldest during June :!rd,
The
was 54 degrees at 3:53 a. m.
average for the day was (ifi degrees
just three degrees above the average
temperature for the same day for the
past 41 years. No high wind was reported and there was a slight trace of
rain.
The thermometer here last night
reached 51 degrees, and the lowest re- corded at the other stations heard
from is as follows:
Amarillo, 5G; Bismarck. 50; Boise,
G2; Cheyenne, 46; Dodge City, fiO: Du
rango, 4S; Flagstaff, 34; Grand Junc
tion, 54; Helena, 54; Kansas City, C4;
Lander, 44; I.os Angeles, 5fi; Modena,
44; Phoenix, 6G; Portland, 54; Pueblo,
o4; napia uuy,
jtuneuuig, ,w, nun
well, 5S; Salt Lake, 60; San Francisco,
Spokane, ft; Tonopah, 52; winnemucca, 4s.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

good

THE WEATHER

For Rates and Full Information" Address
a. f. & p. aqent,

crw

the most

dation for a water supply, which fall
generally in January and pack down
ard are covered with more snows
a
later, that last on into June and are
source of the water supply during the
summer, did not come this year. There
were very few snow storms amounting
to anything in the mountains the early
snows
1. art of the season, and the later
or spring went right off as soon as
they fell. The result is that today up
in the Sangre de Christo range there
m hardly any snow left in the heavy
f rests, and the woods were never
dryer in the memory of many old men.
The forest rangers report that the
forests are very dry and that the
rains have been very scarce for this
time of year. H. S. Clancy and Ed
Andrews have just returned from a
tiFhing trip on the western slope. Mr.
Clancy reports that the little Tesuque,
Nambe and Panchuelo, streams that at
this time of the year are generally running high, are all more or less small
in flow, while the Santa Fe river has
as much as it will have later. Only
email patches of snow are to be seen
en the highest points, and this is very
unusual, the forest generally bring'
heavy at this time of the year with
snow.
The one thing hoped for now is that
the Burner will bring us frequent rains.
If they are not frequent there is likely
to be a drouth, because most of the
streams that supply the valley will run
oT all the water that falls, as there is
no way, except in one or two localities,
to conserve it.

Wood

Domestic Lump

FINISHES

THAT

MANY AND FREQUENT.

WINTER GROCERY CO,

TO WASHINGTON

WITH

THE

he mlinltteil Hint tlio disense In
more tluiu "iint'Sted." Kometlilug
morn N neeiled.
ICfkniiiii'H Alteriitlvt? In a medicine made
for tlio treatment of Tuberculosis. It u:ih
roiuiiierod tills UIncmhh nsfnin and aaln.
Often these tieneflU have been elteeted
where the summmllnns were not ideal-- yet
recoveries resulted. Now we nrKUti
that Keknmn'fl Alterative should he used
In every ease of 'J'uberi'Ulosis. in addition
to Rood, nourishing; food and fresh iifr.
which we all need. A remarkable case
follows:
Weldon, 111.
"(ieatleinen : ThrnuKU Ecknmn's Alterative I have heeu saved from a premature
Brave. On Iwoemher 14, I'.hii, I was taken
with Typhoid Pneumonia.
My lungs became very much affected; my sputum
was examined and Tuberculosis liacllll
were found. On Kebniary lit, 1111)5, I was
advised to go to Fort Worth, Texas.
WliHithere an abscess In my right lung
briii and discharged. I Rrew worse, and
beciiine Very much emaciated. My physician nfurmed ine that I mast go to
I left
I'oli ido as quickly as possible.
In Canon
To vis. June L'l and arrived
Oily. .Tune .1 very feeble. After being
there wo weeks, my physician informed
Three
me tliat my ease was hopeleNS.
week- - later I relumed
home, weighing
doctor
in:i p. Minis, the
having given me
no as urauce of reaching there alive.
14.
1!Ml.ri,
I began taking
.Inly
Kckic it's wonderful
remedy for Con-oI
I
lfN pounds.
weigh
Today
sump'
am s' nt and well and can do nuy kind
k about
of
my grain elevator. I have
nolle nor pain in my lungs, eat
not
.J. on well, and never felt better.
iv. .1
ARTHUR WliltR.
(Swum alllilavit)
Fekinan's Alterative Is effective in Bronchitis. Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat anu
I.uau' Troubles, and in upbuilding the
Hoes not contain poisons, opiates
svs'eiii.
iiidrugs. Ask for booklet
of
recoveries, and write to Kektnnn
rell'ng
Laboratory, riiiladelphla. l'a for more evi
dence. For sale by all leading druggisif
niiiMt

BEEN

ONE

It hiis liepn tilixotutcly Rbmvn that rest,
fresh nlr nml kumiI food do help mmiy
Hut.
HiiflVrtiiK from
lerniix
It

SOLVED

are ontheWtch

We

Medicine Efiective

EXPOSITION

HAS

EXCEPTION-HO-

TSE

BIG Climate Failed; '

BOOSTING

COL D. C. COLLIER JUST

AT- -

Coa

STILL

IN MOUNTAINS
THE

ci

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4, 1913.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

FACE TWO

N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
stove
is ready to cook your
your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.
IENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

1

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Wood

3oa1

-D- OLR"flALa
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

WT HQ SCOTTISH

Spring is Here!

RITE
REUNION
SANTA FE, N. M.,

Why not have that
Upholstering Done
and Furniture Repaired ?

JUNE

We make Mission Furniture,
Shelving, Counters, Steplad-derand do all kinds

repairing.

J.F.RHOADS
NOVELTY WORKS.
XOi
Telephone

I

Mexico.
Dates of Sale, June 14, 15, 16.
Return Limit, June 21, 1913.
H. S. LUTZ, Agt., SANTA FE.

IIf

NEW MEXICAN PEINTING
.Local Agents for

Ia
Y

"Elastic" Bookcase

Ii

III

A Desk Unit with few ot

many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made
Roomy, convenient attrac- rive. We want to show you
its advantages and peal- bilities. CiJL write or phone
us about it.

1913.

one-fif- th

ST.
GALIBTEO
157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M.

and Desk combined.

8,

For this occasion the A., T. &
S. F. R'y will sell tickets to
Santa Fe and return atone'and
fare for the round
trip from all points in New

s,

of

16-1-

CO.

IS'
g'Sl2k3
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MANICURISTS GET MILLIONS

A DECISION GENUINELY

Ft

PAGE THREE

NEW MEXICAN

tcr of the public. These suits have
worked their way through the courts, A GOOD

PROGRAM

j

Why Women Have Nerves

and one by one they have brought
about a final decision upon the legaland warnings of pain and dis--l
The "blues" anxiety sleeplessness
AT THE INSTITUTE;
PROGRESSIVE
' tress are sent by the nerves like flying messengers throughout body and'
ity of the Roosevelt position. From
first to last the Roosevelt position has
limbs.
Such feelings may or may not be accompanied by backache or
headache or bearing down. The local disorders and inflammation, if there
been sustained in every decision of
is
should
be treated with Dr. Pierce's Lotion Tablets. Then the
any,
every court of last resort. It is a MANUAL TRAINING WORK BEING TAUGHT
HAS BEEN HANDED DOWN BY THE
feels the tonic effect of
nervous system and the entire womanly make-umost remarkable record.
ALSO DOMESTIC
PREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
The Roosevelt administration made
DR. PIERCE'S
EXERSENA MAKES A FINE ADDRESS.
and the water power
RECLAMATION "le stockmen
THE
IT TOUCHES
men in the national forests pay me
AND
CISES OPENED WITH MUSIC
SERVICE AND HITS THE CORPORATIVE
government for what they got. The
has
that
court
since
declared
supreme
POWER.
when taken systematically and for any period of time. It is not a"cure-a!l,- "
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FAMOUS NIAGRA OF PERRY'S VICTORY RETURNS FROM
(vocal duet). .F. Caviggio, M. Otero AND STORE COMPANY, a corporatwo men were arrested, Mrs. Lillian P. was held were trimmed appropriately
J. J. Chave? tion of this state, whose principal ofKoff. leader of the cult "Mizd-- i Yoga," with the class colors, pink and Nib Little Hal
lifted the veil of secrecy from that green, some of the festoons being of The Huron's Last Banquet, W. Grassa. fice Is at Glorleta, N. M., and George
GRAVE TO HONOR HEROES OF 1813.
M. Martiiie P. Williamson is the
mystic society.
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Police Station, and it was there added beauty with the decorations. Engineer Connor's Son ..Manuel Pino quirements of Chapter 79 of the Acts
E. Gaines of the 36th
Mrs. Eoff defended
her teachings, Everything was fitting for the occa- The Benediction
Legislative Assembly of
Defiance. .Clyde Duckworth the Territory of New Mexico, entitled,
"The Pure Life of Thought."
sion, even the dainty sandwiches for Cataline's
Mrs. Eoff asserted that scores of the refreshments being tied
with Christian Education ....A. Goycoolea "An act to regulate tho formation and
P. II. Hill government of
Rienzi to the Romans
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BRITISH
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Mrs. Eoff said she acquired knowl- and extemporaneous way in which
STATION ON JAMAICA. of said corporations, executed by more
s
of the stockholders
London. June 4. The British gov- than
Miss Mary
edge of metphysics first from HanW;, they gave their toasts.
cf Mazandan notoriety, under whom Sena responded fittingly to a toast ernment has no intention of building thereof.
she studied for five years.
Wherefore, by reason of the prethat was greatly appreciated, as did a big naval station at Kingston, Ja"1 wear
no robes like Hanish, several others. Among the former maica, as a consequence of the com- mises, It is considered that the said
i
though," sho said, " and mai;e no graduates and guests who were pres- pletion of the Panama canal, accord- WILLIAMSON RANCH AND STORK
ent were: Misses Mary Sena, Lena ing to an announcement, made by COMPANY should be dissolved and
charge except for the baths."
"Buy why give the baths?" she v;o3 Lorenzo, Mary and Gertrude Gorm-ley- , Winston Spencer Churchill, first lord that this its certificate of dissolution
asked.
Frances and Belle Anaya, Sofie of the admiralty, today in the house should forthwith issue for publication.
(No. 6410)
"Nothing can be accomplishel wltn-ou- t Creamer, Lucie Sena, Sylvia Morri- - of commons.
In testimony whereof, the chairman
cleanliness," she explained. "Sonp
and clerk of said Commission
have
and water cannot do it, so I give a
set their hands and affixed the
hereto
dry heat bath."
AMBASSADOR'S
BRITISH
WIFE AND BABV
seal of said Commisison, at the City
"Why should I bo thrown into a
of Santa Fe, on this second day of
cell, like a thief?" asked Mrs. Eoff. '1
COME OVER TO
US.
June, A. D. 1913.
have benefited more sick peopie than
HUGH II. WILLIAMS,
the doctors. My order is one for
Chairman.
health only."
Attest:
"We worship no God. Our feet is
EDWIN F. COARD,, Clerk.
our religion and it Is upon these tint
(SEAL)
our health is derived. Good health
makes good morals, and more than
ONE OF THE SOUTHERN
half of the Ills in life are caused fro'n
CROP OF JUNE BRIDES.
the feet. Therefore, we worship our
feet as our gods."
LADY SPRING RICH.
WIFE Ol'
THE NEW BRITISH AMBASSADOR,
Still Drilling.
WILL ARRIVE IN THIS COUNTRY
To drill two or more deep test wells
ABOUT JUNE 1ST.
THE LITTLE
with the purpose of thoroughly prov"DIPIvOMAT" ON HER LAP IS COMing out the possibilities ot the San
ING. TOO.
Juan county oil fields of New Mexico,
ABOVE, THE REMAINS OF THE NIAGARA WHEN RAISED FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE LAKE. BELOW,
fourteen miles west of Farmington, the
THE HULL IN PROGRESS OF RESTORATION.
San Juan Basin Oil company, with a
The state of preservation was re- the boundaries for the United States!
(By Boyd F. Gurley.)
stock of $250,000, is being orcapital
The Niagara, as it is being restored,
Erie, Pa., June 4. When the Niag- markable. The keel, 102 feet in length, :
prominent business men of
ganized
no imposing sight. Today it would Colorado byand
New Mexico. Frank
Bay in was intact. Sixty feet of the port side
ara, war brig, sails Into Put-ifrighten a motor boat.
September to fire a salute over the un- to the top of the rail remained. Most scarcely
Staplin of Farmington, publisher of
the
will
In
one
restored
but
respect
marked graves of the naval heroes of of the starboard side was gone.
the Farmington Enterprise, and chief
Niagara differ from Its prototype. The clerk of the state bouse of represen1S13, she will be more than a ghost of
record
of
the
official
no
was
There
original sails were of flax and its ropes tatives, the moving spirit In the proa century that is gone.
plans, for the Niagara was built when of hemp. Flax and hemp have long
ject, is in Albuquerque this week and
It will be the same Niagara that the nation was interested more in
passed out of modern life.
has interested a number of local men
of
when
tide
battle
turned the
BePerry ships than in reports and
But the old carronades, the
in the enterprise. Small blocks ot
won his famous victory and estab- yond the fact that she was a square
the fancy prow, the scant stock have been taken by large num
lished the rule of the stars ind stripes rigged brig, with 110 foot water line, a
quarters for the men, the two masts bers of citizens of Farmington, Aztec,
south of the Great Lakes.
30 foot beam, carrying 18
with their Bquare rigging will malt? Colorado Surings, Durango, Santa Fo
The oak keel that was hewed from "carronades" and two long 12 pound- her look exactly like the vessel that
an(j this city n0 one man holding over
primeval forests with crude tools has ers, the work of restoration has beencaugnt tne Blght of those wno watched j2(m wortni the understanding being
withstood the ravages of time. Much guided by a study of old books and and waited at Put-iBay a century that the purpose of the company is
of the planking remains. But, as the prints. This task fell to Lieutenant ago.
purely to make a thorough test of a
is
founthe
rebuilders assert, the keel
W. L. Morrison, of the Pennsylvania
It is estimated that about a third field that is remarkably promising,
dation of the ship, and as long as it re- naval forces. In working out the de- of the original timbers will be In the but upon which as yet no convincing
mains what new timbers ara supplied tails he consulted every book on boats Niagara when she is restored.
demonstration has been made. Farm
MISS OIX1A SHEPPARD, SISTER,
v ritten from 1700 to 1820.
may well be called mere repairs.
"Enough remained to show that ington Enterprise.
OF SENATOR SHEPPARD OF TEX
After over 90 years the Niag ira was
The carronades were mounted on Thomas Eckfortl, the naval construcAS, WHO IS TO BECOME THE JUKE
re overed from Misery Bay, where it slides instead of wheels, designed to tor who built her, was a genius whose
It will not pay you to waste youi
BRIDE OF CULLEN THOMAS AT
was sunk when malaria and fevers throw heavy balls a short distance. ideas of sailing boats have been but time writing out your legal forms
TEXARKANA.
to
100
as
make
none
in
them
Sea fighting had then reached
had so devastated Its crew
little bettered
already printed
years," says when you get
STATE
it seem useless to maintain it as a re- of the refinement of mosJern warfare, Lieutenant Morrison. "The model at the New Mexican Printing
ceiving ship after the war had closed. with its long range of miles and it's could hardly he improved, and it is
Work for the New Mexican. It is
It was covered with six feet of sand. scientific destruction of. human life. likely that she could have given any
working for you, for Santa Fe and
It was raised during tne winter when Yet the big Niagara established Amer- of the fancy yachts of today a stiff New Mexican Want Ads always
the new state.
the work was hampered by ice.
ican rule on the Great Lakes and fixed race."
bring results. Try It
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Where They Play Today p((JE CREWS N0W
COMING REGATTA

Philadelphia at Pittsburgh.

Brooklyn at Cincinnati,
New York at St. Louis.

'

Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at New York.
St. Louis at Washington.

i

j

Games.
Today's
National
League.

At Pittsburgh
4

0

9
6

1
1

Camnitz,

O'Toole and Simon, Kelly.
BILL CARRIGAN.

j
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MRS NAT GOODWIN NO 5
ELD A FURRY,
(AT RIGHT)
Di-- :
WOLF HOPPER NO. 5.

The

Washington University crew arrived
at Highland this morning and began
preparations for the intercollegiate
regratta

on

Saturday June

21.

now five
and three
crews in the training colony,
the Cornell contingent having also ar
rived today.
The twelve husky Washington oars-- j
men in charge of Coach Hiram B.
Conebear ended their long trip from
the Pacific coast in the best of condi-- j
tion. The men were somewhat disap-- I
l
of
pointed because of the
their shell but hope to get on the wa- crew will
ter tomorrow. The
use an oiu ui iiuu sneii.
A. P. Pocock, builder of the Wash-'- ,
ipgton shell, is with the crews to look
after the boat.
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Ue Wolf Hopper won't
tell S'chi
Furry won't tell, and the nation nrist
VH.t in agonized suspense until somebr.iy does tell.
Nat Goodwin, you know, recently
wedded Margaret Moreland, a beautiful actress who had for so:n ; Mi o
hi t n his leading woman. He had lv.ul
four wives previously. Five syt a now
record, even for the stage.
Now Broadway has heard, and
hears, that De Wolf ItoppT,
wr.ose fourth wife recently procured n
divorce, has married Elda Furry, who
a great deal younger and prettiet

t:ian Mr. Hopper, and who plaeri th:
princess In one of the 'Quaker Glr1
companies during the past season.
Goodwin has seemed
not at. a'.i
averse to the difficulty that has been
awarded him as a marrying man, hut
it is reported that Hopper has become
lather peveed lately over the similar
i.etoriety that has been thrust upon
Im. Particularly is he said to iir.va
been irked by the title, "Husband of
His Country," bestowed upon h'm at p,

Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help wili
cost you nothing, but you will
find it invaluable.
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MAGARET MORELAND: AX!)
PORTED TO HAVE BE COM 3 MR?.

recent theatrical banquet.

Wherefore, doubtless, his eloquent
silence concerning his reported latest
venture into matrimony.
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M'GLONE GIBSON WRITES, WAIT AND WE'LL SEE.
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CONTEST

Bill Carrigan 5s one of the starjball appears to be oval, yet it is so
catchers of the American league andjsharP tnat tl)e seam ca bo spen' Tlle
was the
a member of the somewhat chastened ,bat appears curved, so swiftly
it around as
backstop
husky
bringing
world's champion Boston Red Sox the
photographer made the exposure,
team.
Carrigan is one of the numerous
But Carrigan isn t the most interest-- i players who have taken a post- ing feature of this photograph. Look graduate course in baseball after gradat the ball and then at the bat. The uating from Holy Cross university,
picture was taken as Carrigan was where making big leaguers is an an.
batting fungoes to the outfielders. The nua.! affair.

DOES NEW YORK WANT

June

There-ar-

American Association.
Kansas City at Minneapolis.
Columbus at Indianapolis.
Louisville at Toledo.
St. Paul at Milwaukee.

Killifer;

N. Y

Poughkeopsie.

American League,
Chicago at Boston.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Alexander and

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?

IN TRAINING FOR

National League.
Boston at Chicago.
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(By Idah McGlone Gibson.)
Does New York's "three million"

want horse racing?
I asked myself this question as with
Blllie Burke I sat upon the veranda of
the club house at Belmont park Decoration day and gazed at the crowd
which overflowed the grandstand and
packet along both rails on each side
of the big structure.
And before I could answer, the man
who sot beside me exclaimed, "This
certainly does prove that Xew Yorkers want racing."
"This," meant the 30,000 representatives of "the three million" who had
turned out to pay homage to equine
kings and queens of the American turf.
The number of kings and queens was
limited, the pick of the great stables
which now race abroad.
For the first time in three years
Belmont park saw the royal thoroughbreds in action.
During the three

years' vacation, aviation has been the
most exciting Bport offered at the big
plant, but aviation never caused the
thrills the renewal of the Metropolitan handicap let loose.
Never was monarch saluted as were
the horses when they danced from
paddock to track for the first event As
they appeared the 30,000 arose as one
and acclaimed the return of the "good
eld days."
Society in all Its glory and decora
tions was present. Mrs. Anthony
Prexel, daughter of Mrs. George
Gould, was the most stunning woman
I saw. She was in black, as were
about half the women. Her gown of
black charmeuse was slashed at the
back nearly to the knee. Billie Burke
v.as the prettiest woman on the club
house lawn. She carried a long blue
walking stick. Helen Ware looked as
though she were in mourning, an effect
enhanced by the presence ot "Dia

Hu-

mond Jim" Brady, who sat behind her,
minus his diamonds.
Perhaps, Diamond Jim didn't care to take a chance
with the crooks which infest race

tracks.
Nearly all the women, whatever the
color of their gowns, wore gray
pumps and silk hose, and, with the
narrow slit skirts, made curious exhibitions of themselves.
The man who sat behind me on
the olub house veranda remarked that
lie was sure now women were bifurcated animals this year.
"How did you think they were constructed, all in one piece like a side
board?" his wife demanded tartly,
whereupon the man subsided.
Although
day saw the
largest crowd that Belmont park ever
held, and betless racing seemed pop- the next week will determine
whether New York really wants racing
under such circumstances or not

;
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Cunliffe's many American visitors, were gather-Epsom, June
Aboyear with the betting 100 to 1 ed at Tottenham corner, watching the
the
against him, was awarded first place iicrses taking the critical turn into "the!
home
when
for
stretch
the
in
;ttraight
derby.
today
-- Qrf a
winner suffragette dashed forward and seiz-- i
xj ...
the reins ot his majesty's colt.
had lndired an obiec-:fe,- i
nf,or hi- - tnnu-psaw the horse stumble, trample
They
for
tion
bumping against Craganour,
so terribly that she was
the
woman
the
ran
first past
the favorite, who
and then fell with the
unrecognizable,
winning post.
j
Second and third places went to W. jeekey.
Fifteen horses competed and thei
s
WalE-tt'V.
Hall
Raphael's Louvois, and
places were awarded to Louvolrs at 10
Great Sport, while the French to
l against and a Great Sport at 20
horse, Nimbus, was placed fourth.
to l against.
,
Just before the finish a suffragette The woman lies unconscious in the
attempted to seize the Driaie oi me lccal hosDital. Her name is eiven as
K Davison, and she Is
king s entry, while he was running
thought to be
his
speed, une woman wasMiss Emily Wjiding Davison, a
injured when the horse fell and ber o tIle yvonjau-g
Social and Pollt-th- e
jockey was badly hurt. The king icai vnion who since 1909 has been
,
wit-and queen and scores of royalties
sentenced eight different times to
the incident.
prisonment for participation In suf-The race itself was unsual. The fav- - fragette outrages.
Emily Davison
orite, Craganour, crossed the line was the woman who assaulted a Bapat
tist
Aberdeen
mis'
minister
was
but
station,
promptly
disqualined
first,
for "bumping" and was displaced by taking him for David Lloyd George,
chancellor
of the exchequerer. WhenAboyear, a 100 to 1 shot.
In the race Immediately following ever she has been Imprisoned she has
started a "hunger strike" and has gen-e-i
the derby, Jockey Whalley was
ally been released. She baa been
lously Injured and his horse had to be
found hidden In the house of commons
shot.
Thousands of people, including three times and ejected.
4.

To the Rhythmic Drumming of Steel-ShoHoofs, the Flying Thoroughbreds Flashed Past the Massed
manity, Midget Jockeys Whispering Encouragement Into Their Delicate Ears.
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Professionals.
Down in a Pennsylvania town the
other day a number of the feminine
had a meeting for the
population
purpose of discussing the question of
gardening as a profession.
The funny thing about it was that
they all viewed it from the single
comhiercialism.
of
They
point
TheV C 1(1
fl.rMi.rlif nnli' nf tlie IlinilPV
Lu, 1,; think nt nil nf the other
side of gardening, the health and the
pleasure side, and it lias these two
sides, recognized by every one who
ever took a hand at making things
grow.
That time in the very early morning, why! even a lazy man cannot heip
feeling a fascination in that, when
the air is so clear and cool and the
plants do not show the effect of the
hot sun that comes later, hut appear
so fresh and ready to continue the
struggle to grow and become what
later, they are intended to become.
There is a vast amount of pleasure
in gardening, for those who love the
to watch
and love
growth and development and progress.
After all though, I do not see why
the plan of these Pennsylvania women should not be a winner. Why not
have gardens?
Why not make a
business of it? Why not make a lit-- I
tie coin if they can? If there are so
many more women than men in the
world, they have to enter into the
commercial end of it, and find a way
to meet the high cost of it, too. With
the superabundance of women, there
are also a goodly percentage of men
wljo want seemingly, to remain bachelors, and the result is the inevitable
one, the unmarried girls must, find a
way to live, and why not by means of
the garden, which would bring health,
pleasure and income.

Certain newspapers in New Mexico and elsewhere, are si ill clinginr
with Kodden determination to lhe statement that the Progressive party is a
one man party and that it is in the process of disintegration.
.lust what basis is found for these oft repeated statements is not apparent.
It seems to be the old case of the wish being fa tiler to the thought.
There is no evidence anywhere; no. not oven in Michigan, that the
Progressive movement is losing strength. The state ticket in that state
held its own with that of last November, but for a few days after the spring
election, it was very noticeable that fear possessed the hearts of the standpnl
element that, at least, a portion of their ticket had encountered defeat, and
(several days pa.ssed before it was definitely determined that all the justices
had pulled through.
With these facts prominent, why do not the students, of political conditions see also a tendency toward disintegration in the Republican party?
If is because they are afflicted with the blindness that won't see.
It is suggested or openly stated by these opponents of Progressiveism.
that the young party is possessed of only an Idolized leader, but is without
any established principles upon which to build.
The resolutions adopted at the Washington conference last week seem
to be in conilict with this view. In part they read:
"Whereas, The Progressive party has a separate organization and a distinct program of legislation and stands united in the proposal to put upon the
statutes of state and nation those laws, which, in the language of Abraham Lincoln, will 'maintain that form and substance of government, whose
loading object is to elevate the condition of man, to lift artificial weights
from all shoulders, to dear the paths of laudable pursuit for all, to afford
all an unfettered start in the race of lite.' Therefore, be it
congress, in open con"Resolved, That the Progressives of the sixty-thirference, moved by the deep conviction of the permanency of the Progressive
iw,Ki- .,wr,,wi tri Mm ivnp n.HHi vp men n Ik. women of ail narties a
sincere invitation to join the Progressive party; which, unallied, now and
fur nil time with Mil vl Iiiiier reactionary, stands for social and industrial
justice for every man, woman and child in this great nation, and as a living
protest against, the evil influence of special privilege."
That sounds like a declaration of principles. They are principles reachn
n
ing into the realm of the highest endeavor.
Team Play in the Home.
The Progressive party is abundantly able to stand alone. It Is the second
An eminent statesman once paid
party in the nation. It is not seeking an "amalgamation" or a "reorganizathe finest possible tribute to the wife
tion."
It is in the field to stay and tight its battles for the principles which of his bosom friend when, at a public
dinner, ho toasted her not as wife or
comprise its creed.
. i...
.
,i....r.f....,ll.-.ni
0
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BANK OF SANTA FE

Capital, Surplus and Profits,

from home for about a month or so.
"dumps" and the
Oh were it posour citizens were
for a time. They
would more fully appreciate our valley. Truly the San Juan is as good
a country as man can find on this old
globe. Farmington Enterprise.

Sure cure for the
"knocking" spirit.
sible that all of
forced to get away

b8

j

FIRST NATIONAL

He aiso-waresponsible for the statement that all that was necessary to
make a resident of our section the
most enthusiastic booster for our
part of the country was to get away

cases have been known where someone else has swiped it.
Hereafter If any subscriber will call
up the Postal Telegraph office, giving
name and number of street, a messenger will deliver the paper at once,
and the following morning the report
will he made by the telegraph com-any to our busine s office and the
cause will be investigated.
The delivery will, of course, he without cost
to the subscriber.
We request, in this connection that
M call be made for the delinquent paper earlier than (i::in as it sometimes
to inako
tilkes tl,ut lon? for tbe
the delivery.
The owners and the working staff
of the New Mexican are endeavoring
to give the readers of this paper all
the news and the best possible service.
When anything goes wrong we want
t.) know of It, and we make this arrangement for the purpose of getting
the paper in the hands of our patrons
promptly and surely.
There is perhaps, no business In the
world that has about it the detail of
the newspaper business. Its very publicity makes it open to observation and
errors in any department are quickly
seen. We want to make the New Mex-- i
ican a factor in Santa Fe's upbuilding
and In the progress of the state.
We only ask our patrons to aid us in
this endeavor.
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

We are advertised by our loving
friends.
New Mexico history as it is
and as it is spread about the country
are two different things. As proof of
this, the following statement of the
ancient history of Santa Fe is going
the rounds of the press:
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Why Stand for Such Agony ?
It is Entirely Unnecessary that Anyone Suffer with
Boils, Carbuncles, Abscesses and Other
Erupti Sores.
Every spring a host of people are the
picture of woe; they suffer the Intense
agony of carbuncles, boila, erysipelas and
other extremely painful and often dangerous abscesses. All they require is to

c

enabling tho blnoa to quickly Infuse new
life into the tissues, to stop
demy, to
prevent the formntion of those
of broken down ci'lls that rupl'llv
multiply into the form of carbuncles anil
other eruptions.
Science cunnot explain just why certnlr
elements in Ihe blood feed the bones
others nourish the hulr roots, and so on.
And It is this same, mysterious action .),
S. S. S. that attacks all diseased
spots
drives away all germs, heals oil sores an
the
supplants
activity of disease rjorm:
with the powerful healing action of leu
oocytes.
Remarkable testimonials huv
been written that prove beyond rpiestlo:.
thero is no blood disease but what cm,
iiceinmi-latlon-

be cured

by S. S. S.

And In nil those

cases that were treated with mercury,
iodides, arsenic, copper and other minerals with no permanent effect, the nioit
astonishing recoveries have been made
by S. S.

S-

There is not a blood taint of any nature
that can remain in a system fortified by
this most wonderful remedy, for it ir
absolutely pure and contains only those
elements that the blood naturally assimilates, and which tho tissues grateful::;
accept. It agrees with the most delicate
stomuch, even in those cases where the
use of strong drugs has so weakened
the digestive system that medicine cannot be given. Get a $1.00 bottle oi
Get Your Blood Purified With S. S. S. 5?. S. S.'nt
any drug store and thus be
and You Won't be Tortured Like This.
assured of a complete cure of any erupKft the stagnation out of their blood with tive blood disease. If your case is peculiar
s. s. s.
and you desire special advice write to
This wonderful remedy works on tho The Swift Specllc Co., Medical Dept., 127
principle of .stimulating cell growth, of Swift Eldg., Atlanta, Ca.
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Every Woman Should Own A
New 'Perfection
Oil

:

Piano for Sale In iirst. class condi-tion- .
J. A. MASSIF,
Call between 2 and 4 p. in. 107
H P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
avenue.
Washington
Secretary.
FOR RKNT 4 room house. Large
Santa Fe Commander;
Good location; $K
No. 1, K. T. Regular yard, line fruit.
12!! .1.
conclave fourth Mon- pi r month. Phone
at
day in each month
WANTED To rent modern collage,
Masonic Hall at 7:30
M. M care
furnished or unfurnished.
p. ni.
WESLHY O. CONNER, JR K. C. New Mexican.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
FOR HUNT Rooms for men. Newly
Hot wafer heat. Use of
furnished.
PerB'o
of
Santa
Lodge
Airs. A. E. P. Robinson
library.
defectlon No. i, 14th
-Grant
and Johnson. Tel. 270J.
gree. Ancient, and Accepted Scottish Itite of! FOR SAL10 CHKAP. A
imFree Masonry meets on
lot wind mill- - good location.
proved
at
cf
each
month
third
fie
Monday
One mile from plaza. Reason for sell7:I!0 o'clock in the evening in the New
town. Address C C.
ing,
Scottish Kite New leaving
Cathedral.
Visiting
.Mexican.
.Masons are cordially invited to attend.
TYPEWRITERS
E. C. ABflOTT,
Venerable Master, Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired Newplatens luruisncu. k. noons ana supCHAS. A WI1EFLON ' Secy
pliesTypewriters sold, exehcanged
L..u.rL.
a)(j lene(j standard makes handled.
B pEl
All repair work and typewriters guar- ,
Santa Fe LodgeNo.
,
Fe Tvnewriter JS.
g .
E.
4C0. B.
P. O.
:,,,m, Phnnn 9St W
hold!
its regular
esslon on the secfourth PROFESSIONAL CARDS
and
ond
Wednesday cf each
1 lax
V 1
month.
j"" ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
.

Cook-stov- e

'

It means a clean, cool kitchen, les uni lc ami hrttrr
cutikinjf.
The New IVrtcrtinti is aluavi rrady lor use. No
wood to rut no allies to carry tin smok
no soot.
Matlr with 1, 2, 3 and 4 Kiirncrs; towel racks, drop shelves,
Indicator ma ;!;. amount of oil m font.
etc.

Corner-

--

'

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
Salt Lake City
BuUe,
Boise,
Cheyenne,

-.

-u

-

ciher for Ihe Land of Sunshine.
advantage of the pretty weather to
ilie
The wind didn't blow much during take horse back rides through
with
May and the highest velocity recorded country and get good views

FOR MAY

K.

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M..
FOR ) IK. N'T Modern house in good
communiRegular
cation first Monday location, Kngene Harvey.
of each month at
or uir.r-l.ishc- d
FOR UK.N'T Furnished
at
Masonic
Hall
roonih. Call at New State ".te
7:.10.
e. it. PAUI,. W. M.
FOR UK. N'T A lliree or six room
LINNKY, Secretary.
house furnished or unfurnished. ApSantn. Fe Chapter No ply to I. S. Lowitki.
1. R. A. M.
Regular
a
FOR SALK-A- t
bargain. New
seeoud
convocation
brick. Modern. Close in.
Monday of each mouth
"F. M." 1. O. Box L'04.
at Masonic. Hall at

was ,'!1 miles an hour on the Sth. The Kodaks of the mountain scenery. The
average hourly velocity when the wind entire building at the Lodge has been
v.as blowing was ii. 7 miles an hour.
thoroughly cleaned and arranged for
brothers are invitThunderstorms occurred on the Sth". the opening and is as neal us a pin.
ed and welcome.
IIOIli
burn
from
Siith
electric
Hundreds
of
:'.lst.
and
I.sth, 2:!d,
27th,
lights
EDWARD P. DAVI1SS,
There were four light frosts recorded every ceiling and comer and the
Exalted Ruler,
streets leading to the Lodge are well
during the month.
C. H. WILSON,
Santa Fe was blessed with S2 per lighted. In an interview with Mr. it.
Secretary.
cent of possible sunshine during thejW. Fort, manager of the Lodge, lie
enIn
much
month just closed.
other words it stated that he was very
Santa
Fe Camp
l
was possible for the sun to shine n cmiraged with the outlook for the
13514, M. W. a.
ot i'.'S.G hours during the month, sen. The register shows a good list
meets second Tuess
and the sun actually did shine IISS.S for the first day and many who
day each month, so-or S2 per cent. Daily, 1.1 hours istered will spend some time here,
cial meeting third
of sunshine were possible and the The orchestra has arrived and played
at Fire- Tuesday
daily average of sunshine was 11 .C at noon. It came from Wichita, Kan
Visitman's Hall.
hours.
and is said to be one of the best (hat
welcome.
ing
neighbors
For the 2M years past for which the has been here in many seasons. WowA. G. WHITTIER. Consul.
sunshine record has been kept in the aid Beacham, who has leased the Pa- jj p ROBINSON, Clerk,
local bureau, May has averaged
$'."
vHliou cafe for the season, served the
Me has
hours of sunshine, or 7U per cent of first meal Sunday evening.
F. W. FARMER
the total
sunshine
The everything ready for the season, the
No.
Homestead
possible.
l
month just closed, shows 2(1 more howling alleys have been running
2879, Br o t h e r-hours of sunshine or an increase of (i
hood of Ameri
days. The moving picture has a
can Yoemen,
per cent over the average for 23 years. daily program.
Meets second
and fourth Won- 1

Farmington

Just

Times-Mustie-

a

Phantasy.
Saturday evening Jose Montoya

WANTS

MASONIC.

Fire At Cimarron.
Fire was discovered on Sunday nighl
about 1 o'clock at the Bailey home
in this city, practically destroyed tho
home of John Bailey. The fire started
between the celling and the roof of the
house, presumably from a defective
line and both Mr. and Mrs. Hailey
awoge when the fumes and gassos of
flumes nearly suffocated them in their
bedroom, they being sound asleep. Air.
llailey spread the alarm and called
1avld Pearson to assist him in extin
guishing the tlames which had made
much headway by this time, and Mr.
Pearson together with Mr. Bailey attached a small hose to the hydrant,
throwing water onto Ihe (Ire to check
the same as much as possible, awaiting
the arrival of the fire tlepartnvnt.
Shortly after the arrival ot '.he tire
department the fire was rapidly check
to
ed, it being necessary, howi-veicut a hole in the building to check
the ilames.
In the lire both Mr. and Mrs. llai'ey
lest all their clothing, honsvhoid
goods, cooking utensils, chinaware
and all other things and articles that
were in the building at the time. Mrs.
Bailey was forced to leavf 111" house
without shoes that were destroyed in
the (ire. She was clothed outside, not
having the time to d.ess in the house,
when slic
which was rapidly burni
awoke.
Damage to the amount of $7e(i was
caused by fire and water ,iu:l the insurance about half that amount. Mr.
Bailey will rebuild the house sonic
time in the near future when in insurance is settled.

THE WEATHER

NEWS OF THE STATE

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

weather bureau's
monthly
mniniary of the weather for May
shows some interesting feu t tires about
Santa Fe weather, and furnishes the
Daze investigator into statistics some food
The

1

j

EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Meiico.

imGypsum Fields.
C. X. Cotton of Gallup, and Mr.
agined he owned two pairs of shoes,
to which G. J. Wolfinger claimed title, of lxs Angeles, were in town last Sun tor thought.
anu a sun case anu two sun t waists any .looking over the local gypsum
It was a dry month as a whole, only
which Charles F. Prince supposed
in which they are, heavily
G. W. PRICHARD,
0.17 of an inch of rain tailing, and that
to him, as he paid for thenisted. The fields are being worked on
and Counsellor-at-Lavu- .
with a maximum precithree
Attorney
days
and was in peaceful possession of the; daily by F. M.Franch of this city, who
Practices in all the District CourU
of u.12 of an inch on the :51st,
pitation
same. And there is where the trouble was the original organizer of the
and gives special attention to cases
with smaller rainfall being noted on
the result of which is that Jose pnny that is now incorporated,
and the 7th and the 27th.
before the State Supreme Court.
will eat what Jailor Latham sets be- shipments are being sent daily to Los
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. H.
The month also averaged warmer
fore him for a period of ninety days Angeles by the carload lot. The
as a whole by almost three degrees
the (Morions Fourth.
mand for gypsum as a fertilizer and
. Chat. K. Eailey,
for
Chai, F. Easlcy,
The records show that Jose went plaster is daily increasing and in about than the 41average month of May temEASLEY & EA'iLEY.
years. The highest
into the Prince store and lifted a one year's time there is to be hund- - the past
aw,
Attorneys-a- t
Mr. Princi reds of carloads of gypsum shipped perature was 79 degrees on the 24th,
couple of shirt waists.
Dd uefor
in the Courts
Practice
;Ui degrees on the 4th.
the
lowest
and
more
two
were
believes there
than
from Winslow every week. This
Land
of
The
temperarange
Department.
daily
greatest
but was positive of only.nany owns and has option on gypsum
Land rilnti and titles eiamlnei
was ;i;i degrees on the Kith, urn"
two. This proved to be such an easy land in this vicinity amounting
to ture
branch Onlce, Eitaa
gant4 F(J N
task for Mr. Montoya that he returned thousands of acres, and is pronounced the least range Jfi on the 8th.
cia, N. M.
To those who advocate the theory
and glued onlo a suit case which was by assayers to be !IS per cent pure.
that the weather runs in cycles, the
conveniently displayed for his pur- The Winslow Mail.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
poses. He hid these articles in varpast month affords grounds for believ-- l
Dentist.
ious places and visited the Wolfinger
GEORGE" IS
YOUNG BUFFALO
Hiat a ten year cycle is the rule
Will Hold County Fair.
days of the!
Spitz Jewelry Stor.
Ovr
store, in which place he became enamIn compliance with the bill passed with the weather in this section. This
month at the!
KILLS HERD KING
CAUGHT ELOPING
Rooms 1, 2 and S.
ored of a pair of shoes, which he ap- seems especially proven by the preFireman's Hall. Phone Red 6.
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test Mays in the history of the Santa George,"
Corhin. Ho was the animal that toil month at Fireman's nan at 7:30 p. m
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01042 No. 10000, lor
been known to say beautiful
things. arranged for.
in one, Cottrell wore u red sweater a.d was sed a bystander when the buffaloes Visiting brothers are invited and wel Entry
Vice presidents were elected from n. bureau. The years ending
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We are not advised that Jose is a poet.
without
a
hat.
2.14
come.
unloaded in tho park, for saving
'each voting district and they will 1911, 1901, 1881 and 1871 average
E., N. M. P. Meridian, haB filed notice
It was their intention fo go to New were
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v, horn
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r
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of the exhibits
from inches.
intention to make
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proof,
to
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be
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Thus it would seem that, the weath-e- i
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Hero
year
any given year,
ter the interests of the district, and
before Harry C. Kinsell, T7.
Last April Donnelly gave cha.ie to Carnegie
ODD FELLOWS, described,
A prowler has been visiting placeB In
S. Commissioner, at Stanley, N. M., on
tnis way each and every part ot 1 cle theory is based on fact, will his mother, who had decided o miu
O.
F.
O.
No.
I.
2,
same
in town' at night and frightening giri3the
1913.
coun(y wlu be taken care of an(1 approximate the weather for the
and take a third husband.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Santa Fe Lodge May 20,
on some of the
month in the years, ten, twenty, thirty away herself
He chased given an e(unI opportunity.
names as witnesses:
Claimant
the
Henry
Myers.
George
pursued
meets
regularly
a couple of girls from near the Free
Five hundred dollars will be paid and multiples thereof, before, and exon a bicycle, and after searching
Jerry Bennett, M. L. Robertson, J.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'cloci
De Vargas.
Methodist church to R. H. Wood's in premiums on agricultural, horticul- aminations of the records seem fo pair
all the nearby villages found his mothin Odd Fellows Hiill. Visiting broth- H. Cant well, J. H. Slane, all of Stanhouse one night this week, and was tural and stock exhibits. This alone Lear this out.
Monia Stevens, Newark, Ohio.
ley, N. M
er
and Meyers at the parsonage of the
ers
always welcoma
Ohio.
seen there again after the girls came should insure a large amount of exMrs. Chas. Stevens, Newark,
During the month past, there were German
MA. NT! EL R OTERO.
church,
Baptist
Jamesburg,
G. C. Potter, Des Moines, la.
out, and followed them across to ihe hibits and a good attendance, but the 16 days entirely clear and 15 partly
Register.
witness for the wedding.
a
New
awaiting
for
Subscribe
the Santa F.
G. H. Chaft'ey, Philadelphia.
Wynn house. The person is believed trustees will arrange a large list of ctoudy. No cloudy days, that is days After a conference
George was press
boosts
all
the
that
Mexican,
paper
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to be known. A revolver or shot gun attractions with something
E.
were
Conn.
for
the
htch
McNeil, Cromwell,
cloudy
greater part ed into service as a witness to his
doing all
the time and works for the upbuild
would be a good cure ws believe.
L. Kpstein, Denver.
the time. Plan to attend and help of the day, were recorded. Score an- mother's marriage.
big of our new State.
j. W. Barday, Albuquerque.
G. L. Schuyler, Denver.
' GENERAL MILES
It will not pay you to waste your
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Blumenscheint.
time writing out your legal form
New York City.
I
FEARS NO WAR Frank Pease and wife, Dolores, Col. when you can get them already print-- i
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Horace Harper, Artesla.
New York, June 4. General Nelson
M. Steinhardt, Denver.
pany.
!a. Miles, retired, sailed on the St. Paul
B. K. Richardson, New York City.
for Southampton, en ruote to the Enl-- i
Work for the New Mexican. It is
&
Jno. K. Walker, Bedford City, Va
kau States to visit his son, Captain
Kinma J. Gay, Massa.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
Sherman Miles, who is military at-K. J. Tralsaw, Greenfield, Mass.
the new state.
TIME TABLE
FT
lache to the American embassay there,
1). A. Brumbaugh, Denver.
On board the ship he was quizzed as
It will not pay you to waste your
Albert Greacen, Newark. N. J.
Effective January 1st, 1913.
to the possibilities of a war with
time writing out your legal forms
Montezuma.
when you can get them already printT. E. Clark, Albuquerque.
Japan.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con"Chances of such a war are very
P. H. Dawson, Trinidad.
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
nect with No. 3 westbound and
O. L. Owen, City.
very improbable," said the Gen-- j
No. 10 eastbound.
pany.
oral. "Japan has almost as big a oad
E. I. O'Fallon, Denver.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
as she can carry in her national debt,
M. D. Attemer, Corona.
in such an improbable contingency,
V. H. Brown and wife, City.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuhowever, as a war between this court
E. P. Lotoski, South Bend.
i?
querque, locally, and to Pacific
C. F. Korshan, Flagstaff.
try and Japan there would be no
Coast points.
vaslon of the Inited Slates nor
C. Kennedy, Cincinnati.
any of these other highly fanciful conAll other chocolates seem
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conflicts which have been talked of.
CATRON FILES PROTEST
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
"There is no comparison between
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
FOR WOOL GROWERS. just ordinary after you once
the United States army and nu".v ar d
"Cut-off- "
with
"I used to drink coffee was nervous and irritable.
Albuquerque
According to the Congressional
are
They
just
that of Japan. The Japanese have
train for Clovis and Pecos Valof Tuesday, .May 27th, Senator try
Wife said so.
on ac Cutron said:
been very much
ley points.
as oure and wholesome as thev
"So when the new
Instant Postum came
count of their victory over Russii, and
"I linve received n letter frnm the
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
Returning,
in no sense are they a dangerous rival Npw
along she said to herself: 'Here's where I break Jack of
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M,xico wool Growers associa- are delicious.
m.
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to the United States."
tion and also several telegrams in the
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con"Instant Postum is good stuff. I sleep better, Btnile
nature of memorials from citizens of agency for the Huyler line
nect with No. 7 westbound carmore, and miss my indigestion."
my state, remonstrating against free
there is nothing finer,
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knowing
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the
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most
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right
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PANAMA HATS

LOCAL ITEMS.

.AT A BIG DISCOUNT
J

IN TELEPHONING

FUR PAVING

owing to an overstock.

The New Mexican, if your business
Is about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "286." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31."

TAILORED

AND DRESS HATS greatly reduced in
UNTRIMMED SHAPES
ON
price.
10, 20 and ?5 per cent discount. Don't

Favoritism Shown to Cer- - iTtd mining claims bearing gold, silver
mid other precious or useful metals
tain Hotels.
(but. not the net product ami surface
In answer to the recent letter re-forget to get prices before purchasing
ceived bv the ooruor.it ion eomrnls- improvements thereof) lor a period oi
elsewhere.
sion from u hotel man in Albuquer- - ten years from I ho date of the loca
Zook's Cold Cream is fine for sunHon thereof." Chapter CO of the laws
IflUfrCT DlfinFR burn or windburn. Take a jar with
que relative to the matter of favorit- niynr u mm
W
M
Another Carload of
i,w,. nme hotels 'f 1WM provides that no tax shall bP.nIUW
nitert ,
you on your vacation.
levied
nor
a
claim
upon
upon
AT THE COUNCIL MEETING LAST
mining
over others bv a railroad, Attorney
Dance Tonight The Delphine Danc"EMPRESS FLOUR."
until
or
;
shaft
PLAZA.
SOUTHEASTCORNER
workings therein
General Clancy has writ ten the
club will give a dance this evening
THIRTY-DAMIGHT.-ha.-been Issued and for
A
latter patent
lowing letter:
at
the
building.
ing
library
June 8. litis?"" 'lone year thereafter, adding "but nothFOR SALK All kinds of building
MEETING THIS WEEK.
Motel ii;g herein contained shall be held or
Mr.
Tom
Dean, Manager,
effect.
lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
considered
from
to
taxation
M.
exempt
X.
Combs, Albti(tier(iie,
of the operators
FOR RENT Modern cottage, Marcy
Representatives
as
now
the
improveprovided by law,
Dear Sir:
The following are the official coun- avenue. Apply D. S. Lowitzkl.
assured the committee
they could"
ments
such
claim.
upon any
mining
in4
cil proceedings of last evening which
make trips to the various mines
Your letter of !ay 23 addressed to
Whether
or
need
a
a
you
large
work-and other
volved by special train from Charlesare duly reported and signed:
the state corporation commission has other than the shafts
water
hot
will
small
find
bottle,
you
nor the net product
ton in a day or two. Representatives
Santa Fe, N. M June 3, lf13.
been by that body referred to me for ings as aforesaid,
the size you want at Zook's.
of any such mining claim."
The confidence of the strikers say they will have
A Policy That Pays
Regular
Meeting.
reply, as yon have already been in
It would seem from this course of
The city council met in regular ses- or the public is necessary to promote about 100 witnesses on hand at Charformed, and I take the first moment I
in excepting from the sion with
all members present, except the success of any business; and the leston for the hearings Tuesday.
have had when I could answer you. l'glslation that
net
mines
exemptions the
product of
Alderman
Baca and G. Rael, May- business man or private citizen who
You show by your letter that you the
&
legislature took the view that such or Lopez presiding, G. W. Armijo, in places his integrity
above
the al- NO AUTOMOBILE FOR
have something at least approaching net
is property and taxable
SECRETARY OF TREASURY.
attendance as city marshal.
succeed.
must
dollar
a grievance on account of the action tinderproduct
eventually
mighty
section 401S of the compiled
This being the date set by the may- The above policy is outlined by the Washington, D.
.Tune 4. George
of the Santa Fe Railroad company In laws, and was careful not to include
consid- new
t
Hardware Downey, whom President Wilson repermitting some hotels in Albuquer- suuh net product in the exemptions. I or and council to receive and
que to solicit business on the station And nothing to indicate that these pro- er bids for the laying of the side- company in their public announce- cently appointed comptroller of the
atRED, PINK AND
treasury on recommendation of Secreplatform and to exclude from that visions have been superseded in any- walks in the public plaza, the council ment in another column, and the
to examine all bids sub- tention of shoppers may well be di- tary McAdoo, officially rewarded his
proceeded
other hotels, and you ex- way and
privilege
not
as
in
conflict
are
far
.
12.
they
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Plione
mitted.
After due examination of rected to their ad. "Reliability" will sponsor today by declining to find any
press the belief that this is in re- as I can find with
in the con- the bids submitted, the council awardbe their watchword and their stock provision of law in which Mr. McAdoo
straint of trade and a violation of the stitution which, by anything
2 of article
section
ed the contract to T. A. Hayden, at will consist of nothing but the most may have an automobile at the gov'
Sherman law. If it were a violation VIII
to
gives the legislature power
the rate of 14
per square foot up-and reliable hardware thCjernment expense. Comptroller Do,v- of the Sherman law it would be enlevy "taxes upon the production and
See the announce-mey'word Is final.
tirely beyond the jurisdiction of any output of mines." All the statutes of on his bid; provided that he enter market affords.
!ol, ntl'mnre onrl nnv rpmpdl' tn Tie. the territory not inconsistent with the into bond in the sum of $1,000, con- ment.
FOR SALE CHEAP Two rebuilt BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY SUP- applied would be only through agen-- i constitution are continued in force by ditioned for the protection of the
city and due performance of contract, lawn mowers.
cies of the federal government. It is, section 4 of
PLIES.
Good condition.
Apso
article
that
the
XXII,
said contract to be drawn by the city
however, I believe a matter of pureBids for furnishing six months' supply Fixit Shop.
of any territorial statute is
validity
of
the
for
having
purpose
with
a
attorney
subject
ly local concern and
Serious Sickness calls for a consul- plies for the state penitentiary will
to be judged the same as would be a said
Hayden conform to his said bid,
which congress would have no proper
with your doctor at once. The be received until 9 o'clock a. in.
tation
In addition to the land
ntatute
of
state.
the
!
said
specilica-provided that the
authority to deal. Your other sug- statutes already cited attention should
next
step is to take hiB pre- Tuesday, June 10th, 1913. Supplies
important
tions to be offered by said Hayden,
gestion that such action may he in be called to section fi of
to Zook's where it consist of groceries, meats, clothing,
SI
of
scription
straight
shall be approved by the mayor, and
restraint, of trade is entitled to some the laws of 1913 which chapter
leather, etc. A list of these supplies
be
filled
will
"All
that,
right.
says
particularly requiring that the walk
consideration as it is possible the
with
conditions and blank proposals
in
and personal,
FOR REXT Good
the shall be completed in 30 days from
saddle pony.
courts might hold that such conduct property, real
will be furnished upon application to
ex- commencement
to
be
shall
Arthur
time.
slate
Can
at
is the best that can
taxation,
and
Apply,
get
any
subject
of
said
walk,
1292
and
is in violation of sections
the superintendent.
be produced. It Is
cept as in the constitution and exis
,,1.11
within 30 days of the signing of the AJarid, Capital Pharmacy.
.!lw1 In..,.. rtP 10Q7
JOHN B. McMANUS. Supt.
shall
Boston
made by the
contract; and that said contract,
Fellowship Class At the annual
cannot, however, predict with con
order of the Board of PenitenBy
to
leave
the
shows
intention
contain a five years guarantee; and meeting and election of officers of the tiary Commissioners.
Woven Hose& Rubdence whether those sections, which clearly
are aimed at monopolies or attempts the taxability of property and any ex that the mayor and city clerk shall Fellowship class of the Presbyterian
ber Co., the largest
Dated: Santa Fe, N. M., May 31,
to monopolize "trade or commerce" emptiou from taxation just as already execute said contract on the part of church, held last Monday evening, the 1913.
in the world. NON-KIN- K
the city council.
would be held to extend to such a provided by law.
following officers were chosen for the
is a superior
Yours truly,
The bid submitted by Blunt & Gar- ensuing year:
case as this.
President, George H.
New Mexican Want
Ads always
moulded pure
FRANK V. CLANCY,
cia, is hereby rejected for the reason Well; vice president, James C. Har- bring results. Try it
of
I
examination
some
made
have
Para Rubber.
General.
Attorney
that it no way conforms with the vey; secretary. H. K. Morgans; treasauthorities and find that there have
specifications; the bid of C. O. Carl- urer, Frank McBride. Clases of the
7-Pbeen in different states in the union
of son is hereby rejected for the rea- same name at Roswell and AlbuquerThe Continental Oil company
Work for the Xew Mexican. It is
cases decided by the appellate courts
Iowa has filed notice of dissolution son that it fails to conform with the que will be here at the state meeting vorking for you, for Santa Fe and
Red Color
where Bimilar questions were involvthe state corporation commission. specifications; that the A. Pettinl of the New Mexico Sunday school as-- Ihe new state.
and a Popular
ed, the greater Dart of them being as jwith
i he Iowa
some bid is hereby rejected for the reason sociation, to convene here on July 1,
concern
dissolved
to hackmeu or omnibus companies.
con- - that it was
not submitted in the 2 and 3. Arrangements are being
V1 T
to time ago and it is said that the
us for 5
Railroad companies have given
cern left the state of Iowa with im- proper way and manner, and for the made ia have a game of baseball be(iuar- Fully
lebts amounting to $80,000 The. further reason that the price there tween the Albuquerque and Santa Fe
nrlviliees at their stations, and when !Hpaid
anteed and
concern by a similar name was soon in stated is excessive.
classes at that time.
the matters have been brought into
an Extra Good
is doing business
The mayor informed
the council
court the decisions have not been after organized and
in the state of Colorado.
The Colo- that he had communicated with Mr.
Quality.
In a number of cases
harmonious.
rado concern is incorporated to jo Hiram Phillips, civil engineer, at St. FEAR HEARINGS MAY
the courts held against the railroad business
in this slate.
Louis, Mo., and he expected an anTROUBLE
companies, but in most of those cases
swer between now and the 5th inst.,
the decisions were based upon some
Contest of Homestead.
and consequently he requested that
constitutional or statutory provision
Washington, D. C. June 4. C. C.
V. 8. Commissioner M. T. Dunlavy the council adjourn to meet Thursday
renin rm ir ie rai rnnt f miiiHiiie.s
iu
and Z. T. Vinson, representing
Watts
asm.
this
is
case
homestead
a
at
for
7:30
purthe
June
p.
5th,
hearing
"grant equal facilities for the trans-- i
in the West Virginia
the
operators
f
matis
The casB
the pontest
pose of considering further the
portation of passengers and freight
senate investigating
field told
Cor-- . ter of the
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
investigation of the Santa committee the
to all persons, companies or corpora-- ' David Valverde against Benina
that renewed disorders
We t,..,ve .m Encl, tntiitnrv nova involving homestead application Ke Water and Light company.
comof
follow
the
the
activity
AND SANTA FE
ALBUQUERQUE
n
Whereupon the council adjourned might
ciiMfinui provision tn Mow 017769, made January 16, 1913, locat
31 and 6, township 16 to meet Thursday next at 7:30 p. m. mittee.
Mexico, so that these decisions are ed on sections
(Montezuma
Hotel)
commita
In
to
the
long statement
CELSO LOPEZ,
not applicable, and even if we had and 17, north range 3, N. M. P. M.
Watts
the
inferred
that
tee,
possibly
z
Is
in
the
homestead
located
The
Attest:
Mayor,
such a provision I doubt if it would
3STOW
alleged conspiracy to assassinate
FACUNDO ORTIZ, City Clerk.
country, and there are a number
business
be applicable to soliciting
Governor Hatfield, discovered yester-for hotels.
There is, however, some of witnesses in the case and Commisday, might have resulted from the agi- a
NOTES ON THE COUNCIL.
reason to believe that a railroad com- sioner Dunlavy's office resembles
tation accompanying the efforts of
lawof
with
Celso
Since
court
the
last
room,
Lopez
night
Mayor
presence
pany is of such a public character
the
investigating committee.
Mr.
and
a
trom
has
received
yers,
stenographers.
telegram
Interpreters
that it ought not to be allowed to
"Whether
M.
this proposed investigais
J.
Hiram
of
McGuinness
the
Columbus, Missouri,
representing
Phillips
show favoritism in such a matter, al!
Mr. Valverde.
the hydraulic engineer, stating that ho tion has anything to do with this rethough there is no doubt that the contestant,
to
assassiwould leave for New Mexico on the cently discovered attempt
railroad must, necessarily have con."th or 6th, and would stop at Raton, nate Governor Hatfield, I don't know,
G. SARGENT,
and station LUCIUS H. FOOTE
trol over its station
from
which point he would wire Santa said Watts, "but this committee ought
can
make
reasonable
grounds and
DIES- - APOPLEXY Fe just when he would arrive hero to consider that phase of the situarules and regulations for the conduct
VV. H. MENDENHALL,
for the purpose of investigating wa- tion."
of business therein. It is quite plain,
ter conditions.
"There is a teeling down there even
for instance, that a railroad company
4.
June
San Francisco,
Calif.,
The bid of Blunt and Garcia was now," declared Vinson, "that the govof Lucius Harwood Foote, formerly Unitmight give a man the privilege
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
conducting a news stand or a stand ed States minister to Korea and one for 16 cents per square foot, and was ernment of the United States is going
made oti their own specifications, and to hold up the governor and the aufor the sale of cigars and tobacco up time
and
also
freshly painted
general of California, therefore rejected.
newly furnished throughout;
thorities of the state and prevent
on its grounds without being obliged died adjutant
87
his
home
here
at
today aged
C. O. Carlson's bid was rejected, be- - them from
to give any other person a similar
preserving law and order."
papers!. Many private baths and all the comyears. Two years ago he was strick- cause, among other things, it. did not
It
could
make
to be no such feel"There
privilege.
certainly
ought
hotel.
en with apoplexy.
forts of a first-clas- s
provide for the furnishing of a bonl ing," Senator Borah told the two men
rules to govern the methods of hack-the
General
Foote
entered
diploThe Carlson bid was also for 16 centrt emphatically, "there ought to be no
men or hotel runners in soliciting
matic service as consul at "Valparaiso
A. Pettini's bid was for 19 cents and idea that we are
Some courts,
business.
however, n. 1S7S
going there to parexwas
and
appointed envoy
,0, com&i was rejected because it was alyze local authorities in their efforts
have held that the railroad compa- Mr peUinl caused a bit c'. to
i,igh
nies have full and absolute control traordinary and minister pjlonipoten-jt0preserve the peace.
over their stations and grounds and tiary to Korea in 1882, a position he. merriment by changing his bid, bring
"This committee has no power to
two
held
his
until
we.-years
it
in after the other bids
resignation
can admit or exclude at pleasure any
ing
punish anybody. All we can do is asperson or class of persons. I incline! Inter. He negotiated the treaty by opened and trying to underbid the certain the facts and make a report."
to
famthe
others when he found out what other
to the belief that this 1b a matter which Korea was admitted
"We have had great trouble," said
JUST THINK WHAT
which could be properly regulated by ily of nations, and in the nal.onallst bids were. Councilman Renehan cal- - Watts, "in
the riotious outsubduing
which
re1S83
led
of
r.?vo!t
the
China,
error
and
(o
attention
the
an
mav
and
against
be
nerhaos it
abundance of pleasure you could
city ordinance,
breaks so far. We fear that if anothwell to make some effort in that direc then exercised a quasi protectorate marked that the council could not cor. er outbreak is induced it will
have with a Kodak not only now,
paralyze
distinsuch
over
sfder
it
under any circumstances.
tion. I do not believe It would be
Korea, he rendered
Solo Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
the principal industry of our Btate. If but for practically the rest of your
City Clerk Ortiz enlivened the ted- those discontented men
proper or desirable for the railroad guished services in protecting Japaget the idea life.
re- ious moments of the session by sup
that you have come there to review
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages company to throw open its station nese and other foreigners that he
and grounds to all kinds of hotels, ceived the thanks of the emperors of plying the members of the counci' the actions of the courts,
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